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(54) METHOD, SYSTEM, AND NODE DEVICE FOR ESTABLISHING RECOVERY PATH

(57) The present invention relates to the field of net-
work communications and specifically discloses a meth-
od for establishing a restoration path. The method in-
cludes: obtaining, by a first node, a working forward-
shared node set of a restoration path according to route
information of the restoration path and a working path of
a service; determining, by the first node according to the
working forward-shared node set, whether the first node
is a working forward-shared node, and allocating a first
label and a first interface; sending, by the first node, an
establishment request message to a first downstream
neighboring node, where the establishment request mes-
sage includes at least the first label, the first interface,
the route information of the restoration path, and working
forward-shared node information; receiving, by the first
node, an establishment response message of the resto-
ration path, where the establishment response message
includes at least a fourth label, a fourth interface, and the
route information of the restoration path; and establish-
ing, by the first node, a cross-connection of the restora-
tion path according to the first label, the first interface,
the fourth label, and the fourth interface. Embodiments
of the present invention further disclose a system and a
node device for establishing a restoration path.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to network com-
munications technologies, and in particular, to a method,
a system, and a node device for establishing a restoration
path.

BACKGROUND

[0002] An automatically switched optical network (Au-
tomatically Switched Optical Network, ASON) can dy-
namically establish a path, and has a strong fault resist-
ance capability. After a working path of a service encoun-
ters a fault, the service can be restored by using a res-
toration path, so as to ensure reliability of services with
different survivability requirements.
[0003] In an existing automatically switched optical
network technology, a restoration path can be dynami-
cally established, and generally, the restoration path is
established in two manners: A route is preset but no
bandwidth resource is reserved, and this manner cannot
ensure a bandwidth resource of the restoration path, the
restoration path may preempt a resource of another serv-
ice, and after a working path encounters a fault, a service
cannot be restored in time and effectively, thereby reduc-
ing network reliability; a route is preset and a new band-
width resource is reserved, and in this manner, require-
ments for a bandwidth resource increase, and a network-
ing cost increases.

SUMMARY

[0004] Embodiments of the present invention provide
a method, a system, and a node device for establishing
a restoration path, so as to solve the problems in the prior
art that a service cannot be restored in time and effec-
tively, and requirements for a bandwidth resource in-
crease.
[0005] The following technical solutions are adopted
in the embodiments of the present invention:
[0006] One aspect of the present invention provides a
method for establishing a restoration path, including:

obtaining, by a first node according to route informa-
tion of a restoration path of a service and route in-
formation of a working path of the service, a working
forward-shared node set of the restoration path,
where a working forward-shared node in the working
forward-shared node set has a same downstream
neighboring node on the restoration path and the
working path;
determining, by the first node according to the work-
ing forward-shared node set, whether the first node
is a working forward-shared node, and obtaining a
first determination result;
allocating, by the first node, a first label and a first

interface according to a condition, where the condi-
tion includes the first determination result, the first
label is a forwarding label from the first node to a first
downstream neighboring node, the first interface is
an outbound interface from the first node to the first
downstream node, and the first downstream neigh-
boring node is a downstream neighboring node of
the first node on the restoration path;
sending, by the first node, an establishment request
message to the first downstream neighboring node,
where the establishment request message includes
at least the first label, the first interface, the route
information of the restoration path, and working for-
ward-shared node information, and the working for-
ward-shared node information is a node set obtained
by removing the first node from the working forward-
shared node set;
receiving, by the first node, an establishment re-
sponse message of the restoration path, where the
establishment response message includes at least
a fourth label, a fourth interface, and the route infor-
mation of the restoration path, the fourth label is a
forwarding label from the first downstream neighbor-
ing node to the first node, and the fourth interface is
an outbound interface from the first downstream
neighboring node to the first node; and
establishing, by the first node, a cross-connection of
the restoration path according to the first label, the
first interface, the fourth label, and the fourth inter-
face.

[0007] Another aspect of the present invention pro-
vides a method for establishing a restoration path, includ-
ing:

receiving, by a second node, an establishment re-
quest message of a restoration path of a service,
where the establishment request message includes
at least a second label, a second interface, and route
information of the restoration path, the second label
is a forwarding label from a first upstream neighbor-
ing node to the second node, the second interface
is an outbound interface from the first upstream
neighboring node to the second node, and the first
upstream neighboring node is an upstream neigh-
boring node of the second node on the restoration
path;
obtaining, by the second node according to the route
information of the restoration path and route infor-
mation of a working path of the service, a working
reverse-shared node set of the restoration path,
where a working reverse-shared node in the working
reverse-shared node set has a same upstream
neighboring node on the restoration path and the
working path;
determining, by the second node according to the
working reverse-shared node set, whether the sec-
ond node is a working reverse-shared node, and ob-
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taining a third determination result;
allocating, by the second node, a third label and a
third interface according to a condition, where the
condition includes the third determination result, the
third label is a forwarding label from the second node
to the first upstream neighboring node, and the third
interface is an outbound interface from the second
node to the first upstream neighboring node;
establishing, by the second node, a cross-connec-
tion of the restoration path according to the second
label, the second interface, the third label, and the
third interface; and
sending, by the second node after allocating the third
label and the third interface, an establishment re-
sponse message of the restoration path to the first
upstream neighboring node, where the establish-
ment response message includes at least the third
label, the third interface, the route information of the
restoration path, and working reverse-shared node
information, and the working reverse-shared node
information is a node set obtained by removing the
second node from the working reverse-shared node
set.

[0008] Still another aspect of the present invention pro-
vides a method for establishing a restoration path, includ-
ing:

receiving, by a third node, a first establishment re-
quest message of a restoration path of a service,
where the first establishment request message in-
cludes at least a fifth label, a fifth interface, route
information of the restoration path, and first working
forward-shared node information of the restoration
path, the fifth label is a forwarding label from a fourth
upstream neighboring node to the third node, the
fifth interface is an outbound interface from the fourth
upstream neighboring node to the third node, the
fourth upstream neighboring node is an upstream
neighboring node of the third node on the restoration
path, and a working forward-shared node in the first
working forward-shared node information has a
same downstream neighboring node on the restora-
tion path and the working path;
determining, by the third node according to the first
working forward-shared node information, whether
the third node is a working forward-shared node, and
obtaining a fifth determination result;
allocating, by the third node, a sixth label and a sixth
interface according to a first condition, where the first
condition includes the fifth determination result, the
sixth label is a forwarding label from the third node
to a fourth downstream neighboring node, the sixth
interface is an outbound interface from the third node
to the fourth downstream node, and the fourth down-
stream neighboring node is a downstream neighbor-
ing node of the third node on the restoration path;
sending, by the third node, a second establishment

request message of the restoration path to the fourth
downstream neighboring node, where the second
establishment request message includes at least the
sixth label, the sixth interface, the route information
of the restoration path, and second working forward-
shared node information of the restoration path, and
the second working forward-shared node informa-
tion is a node set obtained by removing the third node
from the first working forward-shared node informa-
tion;
receiving, by the third node, a first establishment re-
sponse message of the restoration path, where the
first establishment response message includes at
least a seventh label, a seventh interface, the route
information of the restoration path, and first working
reverse-shared node information of the restoration
path, the seventh label is a forwarding label from the
fourth downstream neighboring node to the third
node, the seventh interface is an outbound interface
from the fourth downstream neighboring node to the
third node, and a working reverse-shared node in
the first working reverse-shared node information
has a same upstream neighboring node on the res-
toration path and the working path;
determining, by the third node according to the first
working reverse-shared node information, whether
the third node is a working reverse-shared node, and
obtaining a sixth determination result;
allocating, by the third node, an eighth label and an
eighth interface according to a second condition,
where the second condition includes the sixth deter-
mination result, the eighth label is a forwarding label
from the third node to the fourth upstream neighbor-
ing node, and the eighth interface is an outbound
interface from the third node to the fourth upstream
neighboring node;
establishing, by the third node, a cross-connection
of the restoration path according to the fifth label, the
fifth interface, the sixth label, the sixth interface, the
seventh label, the seventh interface, the eighth label,
and the eighth interface; and
sending, by the third node after allocating the eighth
label and the eighth interface, a second establish-
ment response message of the restoration path to
the fourth upstream neighboring node, where the
second establishment response message includes
at least the eighth label, the eighth interface, the
route information of the restoration path, and second
working reverse-shared node information, and the
second working reverse-shared node information is
a node set obtained by removing the third node from
the first working reverse-shared node set.

[0009] Yet another aspect of the present invention pro-
vides a node device, including:

a first obtaining unit, configured to obtain, according
to route information of a restoration path of a service
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and route information of a working path of the serv-
ice, a working forward-shared node set of the resto-
ration path, where a working forward-shared node
in the working forward-shared node set has a same
downstream neighboring node on the restoration
path and the working path;
a first determining unit, configured to determine
whether the node device is a working forward-shared
node according to the working forward-shared node
set, and obtaining a first determination result;
a first allocating unit, configured to allocate a first
label and a first interface according to a condition,
where the condition includes the first determination
result, the first label is a forwarding label from the
node device to a first downstream neighboring node,
the first interface is an outbound interface from the
node device to the first downstream node, and the
first downstream neighboring node is a downstream
neighboring node of the node device on the restora-
tion path;
a first sending unit, configured to send an establish-
ment request message to the first downstream
neighboring node, where the establishment request
message includes at least the first label, the first in-
terface, the route information of the restoration path,
and working forward-shared node information, and
the working forward-shared node information is a
node set obtained by removing the node device from
the working forward-shared node set;
a first receiving unit, configured to receive an estab-
lishment response message of the restoration path,
where the establishment response message in-
cludes at least a fourth label, a fourth interface, and
the route information of the restoration path, the
fourth label is a forwarding label from the first down-
stream neighboring node to the node device, and
the fourth interface is an outbound interface from the
first downstream neighboring node to the node de-
vice; and
a first cross establishing unit, configured to establish
a cross-connection of the restoration path according
to the first label, the first interface, the fourth label,
and the fourth interface.

[0010] Yet another aspect of the present invention pro-
vides a node device, including:

a second receiving unit, configured to receive an es-
tablishment request message of a restoration path
of a service, where the establishment request mes-
sage includes at least a second label, a second in-
terface, and route information of the restoration path,
the second label is a forwarding label from a first
upstream neighboring node to the node device, the
second interface is an outbound interface from the
first upstream neighboring node to the node device,
and the first upstream neighboring node is an up-
stream neighboring node of the node device on the

restoration path;
a second obtaining unit, configured to obtain, accord-
ing to the route information of the restoration path
and route information of a working path of the serv-
ice, a working reverse-shared node set of the resto-
ration path, where a working reverse-shared node
in the working reverse-shared node set has a same
upstream neighboring node on the restoration path
and the working path;
a second determining unit, configured to determine
whether the node device is a working reverse-shared
node according to the working reverse-shared node
set, and obtaining a third determination result;
a second allocating unit, configured to allocate a third
label and a third interface according to a condition,
where the condition includes the third determination
result, the third label is a forwarding label from the
node device to the first upstream neighboring node,
and the third interface is an outbound interface from
the node device to the first upstream neighboring
node;
a second cross establishing unit, configured to es-
tablish a cross-connection of the restoration path ac-
cording to the second label, the second interface,
the third label, and the third interface; and
a second sending unit, configured to: after the third
label and the third interface are allocated, send an
establishment response message of the restoration
path to the first upstream neighboring node, where
the establishment response message includes at
least the third label, the third interface, the route in-
formation of the restoration path, and working re-
verse-shared node information, and the working re-
verse-shared node information is a node set ob-
tained by removing the node device from the working
reverse-shared node set.

[0011] Yet another aspect of the present invention pro-
vides a system for establishing a restoration path, and
the system includes at least the foregoing two node de-
vices.Yet another aspect of the present invention pro-
vides a node device, including:

a third receiving unit, configured to receive a first
establishment request message of a restoration path
of a service, where the first establishment request
message includes at least a fifth label, a fifth inter-
face, route information of the restoration path, and
first working forward-shared node information of the
restoration path, the fifth label is a forwarding label
from a fourth upstream neighboring node to the node
device, the fifth interface is an outbound interface
from the fourth upstream neighboring node to the
node device, the fourth upstream neighboring node
is an upstream neighboring node of the node device
on the restoration path, and a working forward-
shared node in the first working forward-shared node
information has a same downstream neighboring
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node on the restoration path and the working path;
and configured to receive a first establishment re-
sponse message of the restoration path, where the
first establishment response message includes at
least a seventh label, a seventh interface, the route
information of the restoration path, and first working
reverse-shared node information of the restoration
path, the seventh label is a forwarding label from a
fourth downstream neighboring node to the node de-
vice, the seventh interface is an outbound interface
from the fourth downstream neighboring node to the
node device, and a working reverse-shared node in
the first working reverse-shared node information
has a same upstream neighboring node on the res-
toration path and the working path;
a third determining unit, configured to determine
whether the node device is a working forward-shared
node according to the first working forward-shared
node information, and obtain a fifth determination
result; and configured to determine whether the node
device is a working reverse-shared node according
to the first working reverse-shared node information,
and obtain a sixth determination result;
a third allocating unit, configured to allocate a sixth
label and a sixth interface according to a first condi-
tion, where the first condition includes the fifth deter-
mination result, the sixth label is a forwarding label
from the node device to the fourth downstream
neighboring node, the sixth interface is an outbound
interface from the node device to the fourth down-
stream node, and the fourth downstream neighbor-
ing node is a downstream neighboring node of the
node device on the restoration path; and configured
to allocate an eighth label and an eighth interface
according to a second condition, where the second
condition includes the sixth determination result, the
eighth label is a forwarding label from the node de-
vice to the fourth upstream neighboring node, and
the eighth interface is an outbound interface from
the node device to the fourth upstream neighboring
node;
a third sending unit, configured to send a second
establishment request message of the restoration
path to the fourth downstream neighboring node,
where the second establishment request message
includes at least the sixth label, the sixth interface,
the route information of the restoration path, and sec-
ond working forward-shared node information of the
restoration path, and the second working forward-
shared node information is a node set obtained by
removing the node device from the first working for-
ward-shared node information; and configured to: af-
ter the eighth label and the eighth interface are allo-
cated, send a second establishment response mes-
sage of the restoration path to the fourth upstream
neighboring node, where the second establishment
response message includes at least the eighth label,
the eighth interface, the route information of the res-

toration path, and second working reverse-shared
node information, and the second working reverse-
shared node information is a node set obtained by
removing the node device from the first working re-
verse-shared node set; and
a third cross establishing unit, configured to establish
a cross-connection of the restoration path according
to the fifth label, the fifth interface, the sixth label, the
sixth interface, the seventh label, the seventh inter-
face, the eighth label, and the eighth interface.

[0012] According to the method, system, and node de-
vice for establishing a restoration path that are provided
in the embodiments of the present invention, a node set
that is on a restoration path and may share a bandwidth
resource with a working path is obtained by using a
source node and a sink node, information about the node
set is transferred to another node on the restoration path
by using signaling, and each node allocates a label and
an outbound interface according to the information about
the node set. Therefore, automatic establishment of the
restoration path is implemented, a bandwidth resource
of the restoration path is ensured, and a service can be
restored in time and effectively after the working path
encounters a fault, thereby improving network reliability.
In addition, by using the technical solutions provided in
the embodiments of the present invention, a bandwidth
resource on an existing working path can be further re-
used, which improves network resource utilization and
reduces a networking cost.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0013] To describe the technical solutions in the em-
bodiments of the present invention more clearly, the fol-
lowing briefly introduces the accompanying drawings re-
quired for describing the embodiments. Apparently, the
accompanying drawings in the following description
show merely some embodiments of the present inven-
tion, and a person of ordinary skill in the art may still
derive other drawings from these accompanying draw-
ings without creative efforts.

FIG. 1a is a flowchart of a method for establishing a
restoration path according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 1b is a flowchart of a method for establishing a
restoration path according to another embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 1c is a flowchart of a method for establishing a
restoration path according to yet another embodi-
ment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a network topology
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
FIG. 3 is a structural block diagram of a node device
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
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FIG. 4 is a structural block diagram of another node
device according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 5 is a structural block diagram of yet another
node device according to an embodiment of the
present invention; and
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a system for estab-
lishing a restoration path according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0014] Embodiments of the present invention provide
a method, a system, and a node device for establishing
a restoration path. For a better understanding of the tech-
nical solutions of the present invention, the following de-
scribes the embodiments of the present invention in detail
with reference to the accompanying drawings.
[0015] It should be made clear that the described em-
bodiments are merely a part rather than all of the em-
bodiments of the present invention. All other embodi-
ments obtained by a person of ordinary skill in the art
based on the embodiments of the present invention with-
out creative efforts shall fall within the protection scope
of the present invention.
[0016] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, a process of a method for establishing a resto-
ration path is shown in FIG. 1a, and the method includes
the following steps:
[0017] Step S101a: A first node obtains, according to
route information of a restoration path of a service and
route information of a working path of the service, a work-
ing forward-shared node set of the restoration path,
where a working forward-shared node in the working for-
ward-shared node set has a same downstream neigh-
boring node on the restoration path and the working path.
[0018] Step S102a: The first node determines whether
the first node is a working forward-shared node according
to the working forward-shared node set, and obtains a
first determination result.
[0019] Step S103a: The first node allocates a first label
and a first interface according to a condition, where the
condition includes the first determination result, the first
label is a forwarding label from the first node to a first
downstream neighboring node, the first interface is an
outbound interface from the first node to the first down-
stream node, and the first downstream neighboring node
is a downstream neighboring node of the first node on
the restoration path.
[0020] Step S104a: The first node sends an establish-
ment request message to the first downstream neighbor-
ing node, where the establishment request message in-
cludes at least the first label, the first interface, the route
information of the restoration path, and working forward-
shared node information, and the working forward-
shared node information is a node set obtained by re-
moving the first node from the working forward-shared
node set.

[0021] Step S105a: The first node receives an estab-
lishment response message of the restoration path,
where the establishment response message includes at
least a fourth label, a fourth interface, and the route in-
formation of the restoration path, the fourth label is a for-
warding label from the first downstream neighboring
node to the first node, and the fourth interface is an out-
bound interface from the first downstream neighboring
node to the first node.
[0022] Step S106a: The first node establishes a cross-
connection of the restoration path according to the first
label, the first interface, the fourth label, and the fourth
interface.
[0023] Further, that the first node allocates a first label
and a first interface according to a condition, where the
condition includes the first determination result, may spe-
cifically include:

if the first determination result is that the first node
is a working forward-shared node, the first node al-
locates the first label and the first interface, where
the first label is the same as a forwarding label from
the first node to a second downstream neighboring
node, the first interface is the same as an outbound
interface from the first node to the second down-
stream neighboring node, and the second down-
stream neighboring node is a downstream neighbor-
ing node of the first node on the working path.

[0024] Further, the establishment request message
may further include shared resource indication informa-
tion, where the shared resource indication information
may be used to indicate that the restoration path shares
a bandwidth resource with the working path.
[0025] Further, the route information of the restoration
path is obtained by the first node by searching according
to fault information of the working path.
[0026] The restoration path may further share a band-
width resource with the working path and a protection
path, and based on the foregoing step S101a to step
S106a, the method may further include:

the first node obtains, according to the route infor-
mation of the restoration path and route information
of a protection path of the service, a protection for-
ward-shared node set of the restoration path, where
a protection forward-shared node in the protection
forward-shared node set has a same downstream
neighboring node on the restoration path and the
protection path;
the first node determines whether the first node is a
protection forward-shared node according to the pro-
tection forward-shared node set, and obtains a sec-
ond determination result; and
the condition further includes the second determina-
tion result; and the establishment request message
further includes protection forward-shared node in-
formation, where the protection forward-shared
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node information is a node set obtained by removing
the first node from the protection forward-shared
node set.

[0027] Further, that the first node allocates a first label
and a first interface according to a condition, where the
condition includes the first determination result and the
second determination result, may specifically include:

if the first determination result is that the first node
is a working forward-shared node, the first node al-
locates the first label and the first interface, where
the first label is the same as a forwarding label from
the first node to the second downstream neighboring
node, the first interface is the same as an outbound
interface from the first node to the second down-
stream neighboring node, and the second down-
stream neighboring node is a downstream neighbor-
ing node of the first node on the working path; and
if the second determination result is that the first node
is a protection forward-shared node, the first node
allocates the first label and the first interface, where
the first label is the same as a forwarding label from
the first node to a third downstream neighboring
node, the first interface is the same as an outbound
interface from the first node to the third downstream
neighboring node, and the third downstream neigh-
boring node is a downstream neighboring node of
the first node on the protection path.

[0028] Further, the establishment request message
may further include shared resource indication informa-
tion, where the shared resource indication information
may be used to indicate that the restoration path shares
a bandwidth resource with the working path and the pro-
tection path.
[0029] Further, the route information of the restoration
path is obtained by the first node by searching according
to fault information of the working path.
[0030] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, a process of a method for establishing
a restoration path is shown in FIG. 1b, and the method
includes the following steps:
[0031] Step S101b: A second node receives an estab-
lishment request message of a restoration path of a serv-
ice, where the establishment request message includes
at least a second label, a second interface, and route
information of the restoration path, the second label is a
forwarding label from a first upstream neighboring node
to the second node, the second interface is an outbound
interface from the first upstream neighboring node to the
second node, and the first upstream neighboring node
is an upstream neighboring node of the second node on
the restoration path.
[0032] Step S102b: The second node obtains, accord-
ing to the route information of the restoration path and
route information of a working path of the service, a work-
ing reverse-shared node set of the restoration path,

where a working reverse-shared node in the working re-
verse-shared node set has a same upstream neighboring
node on the restoration path and the working path.
[0033] Step S103b: The second node determines
whether the second node is a working reverse-shared
node according to the working reverse-shared node set,
and obtains a third determination result.
[0034] Step S104b: The second node allocates a third
label and a third interface according to a condition, where
the condition includes the third determination result, the
third label is a forwarding label from the second node to
the first upstream neighboring node, and the third inter-
face is an outbound interface from the second node to
the first upstream neighboring node.
[0035] Step S105b: The second node establishes a
cross-connection of the restoration path according to the
second label, the second interface, the third label, and
the third interface.
[0036] Step S106b: After allocating the third label and
the third interface, the second node sends an establish-
ment response message of the restoration path to the
first upstream neighboring node, where the establish-
ment response message includes at least the third label,
the third interface, the route information of the restoration
path, and working reverse-shared node information, and
the working reverse-shared node information is a node
set obtained by removing the second node from the work-
ing reverse-shared node set.
[0037] Further, that the second node allocates a third
label and a third interface according to a condition, where
the condition includes the third determination result, may
specifically include:

if the third determination result is that the second
node is a working reverse-shared node, the second
node allocates the third label and the third interface,
where the third label is the same as a forwarding
label from the second node to a second upstream
neighboring node, the third interface is the same as
an outbound interface from the second node to the
second upstream neighboring node, and the second
upstream neighboring node is an upstream neigh-
boring node of the second node on the working path.

[0038] Further, the method may further include:

the establishment request message further includes
shared resource indication information, and before
obtaining the working reverse-shared node set, the
second node determines, according to the shared
resource indication information, that the restoration
path shares a bandwidth resource with the working
path.

[0039] The restoration path may further share a band-
width resource with the working path and a protection
path, and based on the foregoing step S101b to step
S106b, the method may further include:
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the second node obtains, according to the route in-
formation of the restoration path and route informa-
tion of a protection path of the service, a protection
reverse-shared node set of the restoration path,
where a protection reverse-shared node in the pro-
tection reverse-shared node set has a same up-
stream neighboring node on the restoration path and
the protection path;
the second node determines whether the second
node is a protection reverse-shared node according
to the protection reverse-shared node set, and ob-
tains a fourth determination result; and
the condition further includes the fourth determina-
tion result; and the establishment response mes-
sage further includes protection reverse-shared
node information, where the protection reverse-
shared node information is a node set obtained by
removing the second node from the protection re-
verse-shared node set.

[0040] Further, that the second node allocates a third
label and a third interface according to a condition, where
the condition includes the third determination result and
the fourth determination result, may specifically include:

if the third determination result is that the second
node is a working reverse-shared node, the second
node allocates the third label and the third interface,
where the third label is the same as a forwarding
label from the second node to the second upstream
neighboring node, the third interface is the same as
an outbound interface from the second node to the
second upstream neighboring node, and the second
upstream neighboring node is an upstream neigh-
boring node of the second node on the working path;
and
if the fourth determination result is that the second
node is a protection reverse-shared node, the sec-
ond node allocates the third label and the third inter-
face, where the third label is the same as a forward-
ing label from the second node to a third upstream
neighboring node, the third interface is the same as
an outbound interface from the second node to the
third upstream neighboring node, and the third up-
stream neighboring node is an upstream neighbor-
ing node of the second node on the protection path.

[0041] Further, the method may further include:

the establishment request message further includes
shared resource indication information, and before
obtaining the protection reverse-shared node set,
the second node determines, according to the
shared resource indication information, that the res-
toration path shares a bandwidth resource with the
working path and the protection path.

[0042] According to yet another embodiment of the

present invention, a process of a method for establishing
a restoration path is shown in FIG. 1c, and the method
includes the following steps:
[0043] Step S101c: A third node receives a first estab-
lishment request message of a restoration path of a serv-
ice, where the first establishment request message in-
cludes at least a fifth label, a fifth interface, route infor-
mation of the restoration path, and first working forward-
shared node information of the restoration path, the fifth
label is a forwarding label from a fourth upstream neigh-
boring node to the third node, the fifth interface is an
outbound interface from the fourth upstream neighboring
node to the third node, the fourth upstream neighboring
node is an upstream neighboring node of the third node
on the restoration path, and a working forward-shared
node in the first working forward-shared node information
has a same downstream neighboring node on the resto-
ration path and a working path.
[0044] Step S102c: The third node determines whether
the third node is a working forward-shared node accord-
ing to the first working forward-shared node information,
and obtains a fifth determination result.
[0045] Step S103c: The third node allocates a sixth
label and a sixth interface according to a first condition,
where the first condition includes the fifth determination
result, the sixth label is a forwarding label from the third
node to a fourth downstream neighboring node, the sixth
interface is an outbound interface from the third node to
the fourth downstream node, and the fourth downstream
neighboring node is a downstream neighboring node of
the third node on the restoration path.
[0046] Step S104c: The third node sends a second es-
tablishment request message of the restoration path to
the fourth downstream neighboring node, where the sec-
ond establishment request message includes at least the
sixth label, the sixth interface, the route information of
the restoration path, and second working forward-shared
node information of the restoration path, and the second
working forward-shared node information is a node set
obtained by removing the third node from the first working
forward-shared node information.
[0047] Step S105c: The third node receives a first es-
tablishment response message of the restoration path,
where the first establishment response message in-
cludes at least a seventh label, a seventh interface, the
route information of the restoration path, and first working
reverse-shared node information of the restoration path,
the seventh label is a forwarding label from the fourth
downstream neighboring node to the third node, the sev-
enth interface is an outbound interface from the fourth
downstream neighboring node to the third node, and a
working reverse-shared node in the first working reverse-
shared node information has a same upstream neigh-
boring node on the restoration path and the working path.
[0048] Step S106c: The third node determines whether
the third node is a working reverse-shared node accord-
ing to the first working reverse-shared node information,
and obtains a sixth determination result.
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[0049] Step S107c: The third node allocates an eighth
label and an eighth interface according to a second con-
dition, where the second condition includes the sixth de-
termination result, the eighth label is a forwarding label
from the third node to the fourth upstream neighboring
node, and the eighth interface is an outbound interface
from the third node to the fourth upstream neighboring
node.
[0050] Step S108c: The third node establishes a cross-
connection of the restoration path according to the fifth
label, the fifth interface, the sixth label, the sixth interface,
the seventh label, the seventh interface, the eighth label,
and the eighth interface.
[0051] Step S109c: After allocating the eighth label and
the eighth interface, the third node sends a second es-
tablishment response message of the restoration path to
the fourth upstream neighboring node, where the second
establishment response message includes at least the
eighth label, the eighth interface, the route information
of the restoration path, and second working reverse-
shared node information, and the second working re-
verse-shared node information is a node set obtained by
removing the third node from the first working reverse-
shared node set.
[0052] Further, that the third node allocates a sixth la-
bel and a sixth interface according to a first condition,
where the first condition includes the fifth determination
result, may specifically include: If the fifth determination
result is that the third node is a working forward-shared
node, the third node allocates the sixth label and the sixth
interface, where the sixth label is the same as a forward-
ing label from the third node to a fifth downstream neigh-
boring node, the sixth interface is the same as an out-
bound interface from the third node to the fifth down-
stream neighboring node, and the fifth downstream
neighboring node is a downstream neighboring node of
the third node on the working path.
[0053] That the third node allocates an eighth label and
an eighth interface according to a second condition,
where the second condition includes the sixth determi-
nation result, may specifically include: If the sixth deter-
mination result is that the third node is a working reverse-
shared node, the third node allocates the eighth label
and the eighth interface, where the eighth label is the
same as a forwarding label from the third node to a fifth
upstream neighboring node, the eighth interface is the
same as an outbound interface from the third node to the
fifth upstream neighboring node, and the fifth upstream
neighboring node is an upstream neighboring node of
the third node on the working path.
[0054] Further, the method may further include:

the first establishment request message further in-
cludes shared resource indication information; the
second establishment request message further in-
cludes shared resource indication information; and
before determining whether the third node is a work-
ing forward-shared node, the third node determines,

according to the shared resource indication informa-
tion, that the restoration path shares a bandwidth
resource with the working path.

[0055] The restoration path may further share a band-
width resource with the working path and a protection
path, and based on the foregoing step S101c to step
S109c, the method may further include:

the first establishment request message further in-
cludes first protection forward-shared node informa-
tion of the restoration path; and a protection forward-
shared node in the first protection forward-shared
node information has a same downstream neighbor-
ing node on the restoration path and the working
path;
the third node determines whether the third node is
a protection forward-shared node according to the
first protection forward-shared node information, and
obtains a seventh determination result;
the first condition further includes the seventh deter-
mination result;
the second establishment request message further
includes second protection forward-shared node in-
formation, where the second protection forward-
shared node information is a node set obtained by
removing the third node from the first protection for-
ward-shared node information;
the first establishment response message further in-
cludes first protection reverse-shared node informa-
tion of the restoration path; and a protection reverse-
shared node in the first protection reverse-shared
node information has a same upstream neighboring
node on the restoration path and the working path;
the third node determines whether the third node is
a protection reverse-shared node according to the
first protection reverse-shared node information, and
obtains an eighth determination result;
the second condition further includes the eighth de-
termination result; and
the second establishment response message further
includes second protection reverse-shared node in-
formation, where the second protection reverse-
shared node information is a node set obtained by
removing the third node from the first protection re-
verse-shared node set.

[0056] Further, that the third node allocates a sixth la-
bel and a sixth interface according to a first condition,
where the first condition includes the fifth determination
result and the seventh determination result, may specif-
ically include: If the fifth determination result is that the
third node is a working forward-shared node, the third
node allocates the sixth label and the sixth interface,
where the sixth label is the same as a forwarding label
from the third node to the fifth downstream neighboring
node, the sixth interface is the same as an outbound in-
terface from the third node to the fifth downstream neigh-
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boring node, and the fifth downstream neighboring node
is a downstream neighboring node of the third node on
the working path; and if the seventh determination result
is that the third node is a protection forward-shared node,
the third node allocates the sixth label and the sixth in-
terface, where the sixth label is the same as a forwarding
label from the third node to a sixth downstream neigh-
boring node, the sixth interface is the same as an out-
bound interface from the third node to the sixth down-
stream neighboring node, and the sixth downstream
neighboring node is a downstream neighboring node of
the third node on the protection path; and
that the third node allocates an eighth label and an eighth
interface according to a second condition, where the sec-
ond condition includes the sixth determination result and
the eighth determination result, specifically includes: If
the sixth determination result is that the third node is a
working reverse-shared node, the third node allocates
the eighth label and the eighth interface, where the eighth
label is the same as a forwarding label from the third node
to the fifth upstream neighboring node, and the eighth
interface is the same as an outbound interface from the
third node to the fifth upstream neighboring node; and if
the eighth determination result is that the third node is a
protection reverse-shared node, the third node allocates
the eighth label and the eighth interface, where the eighth
label is the same as a forwarding label from the third node
to a sixth upstream neighboring node, the eighth interface
is the same as an outbound interface from the third node
to the sixth upstream neighboring node, and the sixth
upstream neighboring node is an upstream neighboring
node of the third node on the protection path.
[0057] Further, the method may further include:

the first establishment request message further in-
cludes shared resource indication information; the
second establishment request message further in-
cludes shared resource indication information; and
before determining whether the third node is a work-
ing forward-shared node, the third node determines,
according to the shared resource indication informa-
tion, that the restoration path shares a bandwidth
resource with the working path and the protection
path.

[0058] With reference to the accompanying drawings,
the following describes, in detail, a method, a node de-
vice, and a system for establishing a restoration path
according to the embodiments of the present invention.
[0059] It should be made clear that the described em-
bodiments are merely a part rather than all of the em-
bodiments of the present invention. All other embodi-
ments obtained by a person of ordinary skill in the art
based on the embodiments of the present invention with-
out creative efforts shall fall within the protection scope
of the present invention.

Embodiment 1

[0060] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a method for establishing a restoration path. In a
network shown in FIG. 2, the network includes nodes A,
B, C, D, E, and F, and a solid line between nodes indicates
an optical fiber link. A route of a working path of a service
is A-B-D-F, and a corresponding bandwidth resource is
allocated to the working path. A bandwidth resource on
a link A-C and a bandwidth resource on a link E-F are
occupied by another path, and may be occupied by a
working path or a protection path of another service or
occupied by a protection path of a service A-F. The node
A is a source node of a signaling message, and the node
F is a sink node of the signaling message. The node A
and the node F have known a route of one or more res-
toration paths of the service. Downstream is a direction
from a source node to a sink node, and upstream is a
direction from a sink node to a source node. To establish
one restoration path of the service, the method specifi-
cally includes the following steps:
[0061] Step S201: The node A obtains, according to
route information of a restoration path of a service and
route information of a working path of the service, a work-
ing forward-shared node set of the restoration path.
[0062] In this embodiment, the route of the working
path is A-B-D-F, and a route of the restoration path is A-
B-C-E-D-F, where a bandwidth resource of the working
path is reused in the segments A-B and D-F.
[0063] Specifically, the node A may search for a cor-
responding restoration path according to fault informa-
tion of the working path, and obtain route information of
the restoration path. For example, due to a fault on a link
B-D, the working path of the service encounters a fault,
and the node A may obtain fault information by means
of signaling notifying, fault alarm transferring, and the
like, where the fault information may include a fault loca-
tion, a fault type of a node fault or a link fault, and so on.
The node A finds a corresponding restoration path ac-
cording to the fault information, and obtains the route
information of the restoration path, which is A-B-C-E-D-
F. The corresponding restoration path can bypass the
fault, which ensures service restoration.
[0064] The node A obtains, according to the route in-
formation of the restoration path of the service and the
route information of the working path of the service, the
working forward-shared node set of the restoration path,
where a working forward-shared node in the working for-
ward-shared node set is a node that has a same down-
stream neighboring node on the restoration path and the
working path.
[0065] Among the nodes on the restoration path, a
downstream neighboring node of the node A on both the
restoration path and the working path is B, a downstream
neighboring node of the node D on both the restoration
path and the working path is F; therefore, the working
forward-shared node set of the restoration path is (A, D),
and the node A and the node D are working forward-
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shared nodes.
[0066] Step S202: The node A determines whether the
node A is a working forward-shared node according to
the working forward-shared node set, and obtains a de-
termination result; and the node A allocates, according
to the determination result, a forwarding label and an
outbound interface that are from the node A to the node
B on the restoration path.
[0067] The working forward-shared node set of the res-
toration path is (A, D), and the node A obtains, according
to the set, a determination result that the node A is a
working forward-shared node.
[0068] The node A may allocate, according to the fore-
going determination result, the forwarding label and the
outbound interface that are from the node A to the node
B on the restoration path. The determination result is:
The node A is a working forward-shared node; therefore,
the forwarding label from the node A to the node B on
the restoration path is the same as a forwarding label
from the node A to the node B on the working path, and
the outbound interface from the node A to the node B on
the restoration path is the same as an outbound interface
from the node A to the node B on the working path.
[0069] Step S203: The node A sends an establishment
request message to the downstream neighboring node
B on the restoration path, where the establishment re-
quest message includes at least the forwarding label and
the outbound interface that are from the node A to the
node B on the restoration path, the route information of
the restoration path, and working forward-shared node
information.
[0070] In this embodiment, the working forward-shared
node information is a node set obtained by removing the
node A from the working forward-shared node set (A, D).
That is, the working forward-shared node information is
a node set (D).
[0071] Step S204: The node B receives the establish-
ment request message of the restoration path that is sent
by the node A, where the establishment request message
includes at least the forwarding label and the outbound
interface that are from the node A to the node B on the
restoration path, the route information of the restoration
path, and the working forward-shared node information
of the restoration path.
[0072] Step S205: The node B determines whether the
node B is a working forward-shared node according to
the received working forward-shared node information,
and obtains a determination result; and the node B allo-
cates, according to the determination result, a forwarding
label and an outbound interface that are from the node
B to the node C on the restoration path.
[0073] In this embodiment, the received working for-
ward-shared node information is (D), from which the node
B obtains a determination result that the node B is not a
working forward-shared node.
[0074] The node B may allocate, according to the fore-
going determination result, the forwarding label and the
outbound interface that are from the node B to the node

C on the restoration path. The determination result is:
The node B is not a working forward-shared node; there-
fore, the node B randomly allocates the forwarding label
and the outbound interface that are from the node B to
the node C on the restoration path.
[0075] Step S206: The node B sends an establishment
request message of the restoration path to the down-
stream neighboring node C on the restoration path,
where the establishment request message includes at
least the forwarding label and the outbound interface that
are from the node B to the node C on the restoration path,
the route information of the restoration path, and working
forward-shared node information.
[0076] The working forward-shared node information
included in the establishment request message is a node
set obtained by removing the node B from the received
working forward-shared node information (D), that is, the
working forward-shared node information is the node set
(D).
[0077] Step S207: The node C receives the establish-
ment request message of the restoration path that is sent
by the node B, where the establishment request message
includes at least the forwarding label and the outbound
interface that are from the node B to the node C on the
restoration path, the route information of the restoration
path, and the working forward-shared node information.
[0078] Step S208: The node C determines whether the
node C is a working forward-shared node according to
the received working forward-shared node information,
and obtains a determination result; and the node C allo-
cates, according to the determination result, a forwarding
label and an outbound interface that are from the node
C to the node E on the restoration path.
[0079] In this embodiment, the received working for-
ward-shared node information is (D), from which the node
C obtains a determination result that the node C is not a
working forward-shared node.
[0080] The node C may allocate, according to the fore-
going determination result, the forwarding label and the
outbound interface that are from the node C to the node
E on the restoration path. The determination result is:
The node C is not a working forward-shared node; there-
fore, the node C randomly allocates the forwarding label
and the outbound interface that are from the node C to
the node E on the restoration path.
[0081] Step S209: The node C sends an establishment
request message of the restoration path to the down-
stream neighboring node E on the restoration path,
where the establishment request message includes at
least the forwarding label and the outbound interface that
are from the node C to the node E on the restoration path,
the route information of the restoration path, and working
forward-shared node information.
[0082] The working forward-shared node information
included in the establishment request message is a node
set obtained by removing the node C from the received
working forward-shared node information (D). That is,
the working forward-shared node information is the node
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set (D).
[0083] Step S210: The node E receives the establish-
ment request message of the restoration path that is sent
by the node C, and performs a processing step similar
to that performed by the node C.
[0084] Step S211: The node D receives an establish-
ment request message of the restoration path that is sent
by the node E, where the establishment request message
includes at least a forwarding label and an outbound in-
terface that are from the node E to the node D on the
restoration path, the route information of the restoration
path, and working forward-shared node information.
[0085] Step S212: The node D determines whether the
node D is a working forward-shared node according to
the received working forward-shared node information,
and obtains a determination result; and the node D allo-
cates, according to the determination result, a forwarding
label and an outbound interface that are from the node
D to the node F on the restoration path.
[0086] In this embodiment, the received working for-
ward-shared node information is (D), from which the node
D obtains a determination result that the node D is a
working forward-shared node.
[0087] The node D may allocate, according to the fore-
going determination result, the forwarding label and the
outbound interface that are from the node D to the node
F on the restoration path. The determination result is:
The node D is a working forward-shared node; therefore,
the forwarding label from the node D to the node F on
the restoration path is the same as a forwarding label
from the node D to the node F on the working path, and
the outbound interface from the node D to the node F on
the restoration path is the same as an outbound interface
from the node D to the node F on the working path.
[0088] Step S213: The node D sends an establishment
request message of the restoration path to the down-
stream neighboring node F on the restoration path, where
the establishment request message includes at least the
forwarding label and the outbound interface that are from
the node D to the node F on the restoration path, and the
route information of the restoration path.
[0089] The working forward-shared node information
included in the establishment request message is a node
set obtained by removing the node D from the received
working forward-shared node information (D). That is,
the working forward-shared node information is empty
and the establishment request message does not need
to include the working forward-shared node information.
[0090] Step S214: The node F receives the establish-
ment request message of the restoration path that is sent
by the node D, where the establishment request mes-
sage includes at least the forwarding label and the out-
bound interface that are from the node D to the node F
on the restoration path, and the route information of the
restoration path.
[0091] Step S215: The node F obtains, according to
the route information of the restoration path and the route
information of the working path, a working reverse-

shared node set of the restoration path.
[0092] In this embodiment, a working reverse-shared
node in the working reverse-shared node set is a node
that has a same upstream neighboring node on the res-
toration path and the working path.
[0093] The route of the working path is A-B-D-F, and
the route of the restoration path is A-B-C-E-D-F, where
the bandwidth resource of the working path is reused in
the segments A-B and D-F. Among the nodes on the
restoration path, an upstream neighboring node of the
node F on both the restoration path and the working path
is D, an upstream neighboring node of the node B on
both the restoration path and the working path is A; there-
fore, the working reverse-shared node set of the resto-
ration path is (F, B), and the node F and the node B are
working reverse-shared nodes.
[0094] Step S216: The node F determines whether the
node F is a working reverse-shared node according to
the working reverse-shared node set, and obtains a de-
termination result; and the node F allocates, according
to the determination result, a forwarding label and an
outbound interface that are from the node F to the node
D on the restoration path.
[0095] In this embodiment, the working reverse-shared
node set is (F, B), from which the node F obtains a de-
termination result that the node F is a working forward-
shared node.
[0096] The node F may allocate, according to the fore-
going determination result, the forwarding label and the
outbound interface that are from the node F to the node
D on the restoration path. The determination result is:
The node F is a working reverse-shared node; therefore,
the forwarding label from the node F to the node D on
the restoration path is the same as a forwarding label
from the node F to the node D on the working path, and
the outbound interface from the node F to the node D on
the restoration path is the same as an outbound interface
from the node F to the node D on the working path.
[0097] Step S217: The node F establishes a cross-con-
nection of the restoration path according to the forward-
ing label from the node D to the node F, the outbound
interface from the node D to the node F, the forwarding
label from the node F to the node D, and the outbound
interface from the node F to the node D that are on the
restoration path.
[0098] The node F may obtain an inbound interface
from the node D to the node F according to the outbound
interface from the node D to the node F, and establish a
bidirectional cross-connection of the restoration path in
combination with an inbound/outbound interface of the
service on the node F, the outbound interface from the
node F to the node D, the forwarding label from the node
D to the node F, and the forwarding label from the node
F to the node D.
[0099] Step S218: After allocating the forwarding label
and the outbound interface that are from the node F to
the node D on the restoration path, the node F sends an
establishment response message of the restoration path
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to the upstream neighboring node D on the restoration
path, where the establishment response message in-
cludes at least the forwarding label and the outbound
interface that are from the node F to the node D on the
restoration path, the route information of the restoration
path, and working reverse-shared node information.
[0100] The working reverse-shared node information
included in the establishment response message is a
node set (B) obtained by removing the node F from the
working reverse-shared node set (F, B).
[0101] Step S219: The node D receives the establish-
ment response message of the restoration path that is
sent by the node F, where the establishment response
message includes at least the forwarding label and the
outbound interface that are from the node F to the node
D on the restoration path, the route information of the
restoration path, and the working reverse-shared node
information.
[0102] Step S220: The node D determines whether
node D is a working forward-shared node according to
the received working reverse-shared node information,
and obtains a determination result; and the node D allo-
cates, according to the determination result, a forwarding
label and an outbound interface that are from the node
D to the node E on the restoration path.
[0103] In this embodiment, the received working re-
verse-shared node information is (B), from which the
node D obtains a determination result that the node D is
not a working reverse-shared node.
[0104] The node D may allocate, according to the fore-
going determination result, the forwarding label and the
outbound interface that are from the node D to the node
E on the restoration path. The determination result is:
The node D is not a working reverse-shared node; there-
fore, the node D randomly allocates the forwarding label
and the outbound interface that are from the node D to
the node E on the restoration path.
[0105] Step S221: The node D establishes a cross-
connection of the restoration path according to the for-
warding label from the node E to the node D, the outbound
interface from the node E to the node D, the forwarding
label from the node D to the node E, the outbound inter-
face from the node D to the node E, the forwarding label
from the node F to the node D, the outbound interface
from the node F to the node D, the forwarding label from
the node D to the node F, and the outbound interface
from the node D to the node F, which are on the resto-
ration path.
[0106] The node D may obtain an inbound interface
from the node E to the node D according to the outbound
interface from the node E to the node D, obtain an in-
bound interface from the node F to the node D according
to the outbound interface from the node F to the node D,
and establish a bidirectional cross-connection of the res-
toration path in combination with the outbound interface
from the node D to the node E, the outbound interface
from the node D to the node F, the forwarding label from
the node D to the node E, the forwarding label from the

node D to the node F, the forwarding label from the node
E to the node D, and the forwarding label from the node
F to the node D.
[0107] Step S222: After allocating the forwarding label
and the outbound interface that are from the node D to
the node E on the restoration path, the node D sends an
establishment response message of the restoration path
to the upstream neighboring node E on the restoration
path, where the establishment response message in-
cludes at least the forwarding label and the outbound
interface that are from the node D to the node E on the
restoration path, the route information of the restoration
path, and working reverse-shared node information.
[0108] The working reverse-shared node information
included in the establishment response message is a
node set obtained by removing the node D from the re-
ceived working reverse-shared node information (B).
That is, the working forward-shared node information is
the node set (B).
[0109] Step S223: The node E receives the establish-
ment response message of the restoration path that is
sent by the node D, where the establishment response
message includes at least the forwarding label and the
outbound interface that are from the node D to the node
E on the restoration path, the route information of the
restoration path, and the working reverse-shared node
information.
[0110] Step S224: The node E determines whether the
node E is a working reverse-shared node according to
the received working reverse-shared node information,
and obtains a determination result; and the node E allo-
cates, according to the determination result, a forwarding
label and an outbound interface that are from the node
E to the node C on the restoration path.
[0111] In this embodiment, the received working re-
verse-shared node information is (B), from which the
node E obtains a determination result that the node E is
not a working reverse-shared node.
[0112] The node E may allocate, according to the fore-
going determination result, the forwarding label and the
outbound interface that are from the node E to the node
C on the restoration path. The determination result is:
The node E is not a working reverse-shared node; there-
fore, the node E randomly allocates the forwarding label
and the outbound interface that are from the node E to
the node C on the restoration path.
[0113] Step S225: The node E establishes a cross-
connection of the restoration path according to the for-
warding label from the node C to the node E, the outbound
interface from the node C to the node E, the forwarding
label from the node E to the node C, the outbound inter-
face from the node E to the node C, the forwarding label
from the node E to the node D, the outbound interface
from the node E to the node D, the forwarding label from
the node D to the node E, and the outbound interface
from the node D to the node E, which are on the resto-
ration path.
[0114] The node E may obtain an inbound interface
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from the node C to the node E according to the outbound
interface from the node C to the node E, obtain an in-
bound interface from the node D to the node E according
to the outbound interface from the node D to the node E,
and establish a bidirectional cross-connection of the res-
toration path in combination with the outbound interface
from the node E to the node C, the outbound interface
from the node E to the node D, the forwarding label from
the node C to the node E, the forwarding label from the
node E to the node C, the forwarding label from the node
D to the node E, and the forwarding label from the node
E to the node D.
[0115] Step S226: After allocating the forwarding label
and the outbound interface that are from the node E to
the node C on the restoration path, the node E sends an
establishment response message of the restoration path
to the upstream neighboring node C on the restoration
path, where the establishment response message in-
cludes at least the forwarding label and the outbound
interface that are from the node E to the node C on the
restoration path, the route information of the restoration
path, and working reverse-shared node information.
[0116] The working reverse-shared node information
included in the establishment request message is a node
set obtained by removing the node E from the received
working reverse-shared node information (B). That is,
the working reverse-shared node information is the node
set (B).
[0117] Step S227: The node C receives the establish-
ment response message of the restoration path that is
sent by the node E, and performs a processing step sim-
ilar to that performed by the node E.
[0118] Step S228: The node B receives an establish-
ment response message of the restoration path that is
sent by the node C, where the establishment response
message includes at least a forwarding label and an out-
bound interface that are from the node C to the node B
on the restoration path, the route information of the res-
toration path, and working reverse-shared node informa-
tion.
[0119] Step S229: The node B determines whether the
node B is a working reverse-shared node according to
the received working reverse-shared node information,
and obtains a determination result; and the node B allo-
cates, according to the determination result, a forwarding
label and an outbound interface that are from the node
B to the node A on the restoration path.
[0120] In this embodiment, the received working re-
verse-shared node information is (B), from which the
node B obtains a determination result that the node B is
a working forward-shared node.
[0121] The node B may allocate, according to the fore-
going determination result, the forwarding label and the
outbound interface that are from the node B to the node
A on the restoration path. The determination result is:
The node B is a working forward-shared node; therefore,
the forwarding label from the node B to the node A on
the restoration path is the same as a forwarding label

from the node B to the node A on the working path, and
the outbound interface from the node B to the node A on
the restoration path is the same as an outbound interface
from the node B to the node A on the working path.
[0122] Step S230: The node B establishes a cross-
connection of the restoration path according to the for-
warding label from the node A to the node B, the outbound
interface from the node A to the node B, the forwarding
label from the node B to the node C, the outbound inter-
face from the node B to the node C, the forwarding label
from the node C to the node B, the outbound interface
from the node C to the node B, the forwarding label from
the node B to the node A, and the outbound interface
from the node B to the node A that are on the restoration
path.
[0123] The node B may obtain an inbound interface
from the node A to the node B according to the outbound
interface from the node A to the node B, obtain an inbound
interface from the node C to the node B according to the
outbound interface from the node C to the node B, and
establish a bidirectional cross-connection of the restora-
tion path in combination with the outbound interface from
the node B to the node C, the outbound interface from
the node B to the node A, the forwarding label from the
node A to the node B, the forwarding label from the node
B to the node A, the forwarding label from the node C to
the node B, and the forwarding label from the node B to
the node C.
[0124] Step S231: After allocating the forwarding label
and the outbound interface that are from the node B to
the node A on the restoration path, the node B sends an
establishment response message of the restoration path
to the upstream neighboring node A on the restoration
path, where the establishment response message in-
cludes at least the forwarding label and the outbound
interface that are from the node B to the node A on the
restoration path, and the route information of the resto-
ration path.
[0125] The working reverse-shared node information
included in the establishment request message is a node
set obtained by removing the node B from the received
working reverse-shared node information (B). That is,
the working reverse-shared node information is empty
and the establishment request message does not need
to include the working reverse-shared node information.
[0126] Step S232: The node A receives the establish-
ment response message of the restoration path that is
sent by the node B, where the establishment response
message includes at least the forwarding label and the
outbound interface that are from the node B to the node
A on the restoration path, and the route information of
the restoration path.
[0127] Step S233: The node A establishes a cross-
connection of the restoration path according to the for-
warding label from the node A to the node B, the outbound
interface from the node A to the node B, the forwarding
label from the node B to the node A, and the outbound
interface from the node B to the node A, which are on
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the restoration path.
[0128] The node A may obtain an inbound interface
from the node B to the node A according to the outbound
interface from the node B to the node A, and establish a
bidirectional cross-connection of the restoration path in
combination with an inbound/outbound interface of the
service on the node A, the outbound interface from the
node A to the node B, the forwarding label from the node
A to the node B, and the forwarding label from the node
B to the node A.
[0129] According to the method for establishing a res-
toration path provided in the embodiment of the present
invention, a node set that is on a restoration path and
may share a bandwidth resource with a working path is
obtained by using a source node and a sink node, infor-
mation about the node set is transferred to another node
on the restoration path by using signaling, and each node
allocates a label and an outbound interface according to
the information about the node set. Therefore, automatic
establishment of the restoration path is implemented, a
bandwidth resource of the restoration path is ensured,
and a service can be restored in time and effectively after
the working path encounters a fault, thereby improving
network reliability. In addition, by using a technical solu-
tion provided in the embodiment of the present invention,
a bandwidth resource on an existing working path can
be further reused, which improves network resource uti-
lization and reduces a networking cost.
[0130] In another embodiment, based on the foregoing
step S201 to step S233, an establishment request mes-
sage of a restoration path may further include shared
resource indication information.
[0131] The shared resource indication information is
used to indicate that the restoration path shares a band-
width resource with a working path. A node that receives
the establishment request message of the restoration
path determines, according to the shared resource indi-
cation information, that the restoration path shares a
bandwidth resource with the working path, and then de-
termines whether the node is a working forward-shared
node according to working forward-shared node informa-
tion, or determines whether the node is a working re-
verse-shared node according to working reverse-shared
node information.
[0132] A manner in which an establishment request
message of a restoration path includes shared resource
indication information may be applied to the following
scenarios: If a restoration path to be established needs
to share a bandwidth resource with a working path, the
establishment request message of the restoration path
includes shared resource indication information; and if
the restoration path to be established does not need to
share a bandwidth resource with the working path, the
establishment request message of the restoration path
does not include the shared resource indication informa-
tion. A node that receives the establishment request mes-
sage of the restoration path performs corresponding
processing according to whether the establishment re-

quest message carries the shared resource indication
information.
[0133] In addition to automatically establishing a res-
toration path, ensuring a bandwidth resource of the res-
toration path, reusing a bandwidth resource of an existing
working path, and improving network resource utilization,
the method for establishing a restoration path according
to the embodiment of the present invention can also be
compatible with two implementation manners: The res-
toration path shares a bandwidth resource with the work-
ing path, and the restoration path does not share a band-
width resource with the working path.
[0134] In another embodiment, based on the foregoing
step S201 to step S233, an establishment request mes-
sage of a restoration path may further include protection
forward-shared node information of the restoration path,
and an establishment response message may further in-
clude protection reverse-shared node information of the
restoration path.
[0135] If a protection path further exists for a service,
the establishment request message of the restoration
path may include both working forward-shared node in-
formation and protection forward-shared node informa-
tion, so that a node determines whether the node is a
working forward-shared node or a protection forward-
shared node.
[0136] A node that receives the establishment request
message of the restoration path allocates a forwarding
label and an outbound interface according to whether the
node is a working forward-shared node or a protection
forward-shared node:

if the node determines that the node is a working
forward-shared node, a forwarding label from the
node to a downstream neighboring node on the res-
toration path is the same as a forwarding label from
the node to a downstream neighboring node on the
working path, and an outbound interface from the
node to the downstream neighboring node on the
restoration path is the same as an outbound interface
from the node to the downstream neighboring node
on the working path; and if the node determines that
the node is a protection forward-shared node, a for-
warding label from the node to a downstream neigh-
boring node on the restoration path is the same as
a forwarding label from the node to a downstream
neighboring node on the protection path, and an out-
bound interface from the node to the downstream
neighboring node on the restoration path is the same
as an outbound interface from the node to the down-
stream neighboring node on the protection path.

[0137] The connection establishment response mes-
sage of the restoration path may include both working
reverse-shared node information and protection reverse-
shared node information, so that a node determines
whether the node is a working reverse-shared node or a
protection reverse-shared node. Processing that the
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node performs after receiving the establishment re-
sponse message is similar to processing that the node
performs after receiving the foregoing establishment re-
quest message, which is not described herein again.
Therefore, that the restoration path shares a bandwidth
resource with the working path and the protection path
is implemented.
[0138] The node A, as a source node of the restoration
path, may directly obtain a working forward-shared node
set and a protection forward-shared node set according
to route information of the protection path and route in-
formation of the restoration path, and transfers, to the
downstream neighboring node B by using an establish-
ment request message, working forward-shared node in-
formation and protection forward-shared node informa-
tion that exclude the node A. The node F, as a sink node
of the restoration path, may directly obtain a working re-
verse-shared node set and a protection reverse-shared
node set according to the route information of the pro-
tection path and the route information of the restoration
path, and transfers, to the upstream neighboring node D
by using an establishment response message, working
reverse-shared node information and protection reverse-
shared node information that exclude the node F.
[0139] In this case, if the establishment request mes-
sage of the restoration path includes shared resource
indication information, the shared resource indication in-
formation indicates that the restoration path may share
a bandwidth resource with the working path and the pro-
tection path.
[0140] According to the method for establishing a res-
toration path provided in the embodiment of the present
invention, a node set that is on a restoration path and
may share a bandwidth resource with a working path and
a node set that is on the restoration path and may share
a bandwidth resource with a protection path are obtained
by using a source node and a sink node, information
about the node sets is transferred to another node on the
restoration path by using signaling, and each node allo-
cates a label and an outbound interface according to the
information about the node sets. Therefore, automatic
establishment of the restoration path is implemented, a
bandwidth resource of the restoration path is ensured,
and a service can be restored in time and effectively after
the working path encounters a fault, thereby improving
network reliability. In addition, according to a technical
solution provided in the embodiment of the present in-
vention, a bandwidth resource on an existing working
path and protection path can be further reused, which
improves network resource utilization and reduces a net-
working cost.
[0141] In the foregoing embodiment, a route of the res-
toration path may include only a source node and a sink
node, and does not include an intermediate node; or may
include a source node, a sink node, and one or more
intermediate nodes. The foregoing embodiment de-
scribes a case that the route of the restoration path in-
cludes the source node, the sink node, and a plurality of

intermediate nodes.

Embodiment 2

[0142] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a node device, and as shown in FIG. 3, the node
device includes:

a first obtaining unit 310, configured to obtain, ac-
cording to route information of a restoration path of
a service and route information of a working path of
the service, a working forward-shared node set of
the restoration path, where a working forward-
shared node in the working forward-shared node set
has a same downstream neighboring node on the
restoration path and the working path;
a first determining unit 320, configured to determine
whether the node device is a working forward-shared
node according to the working forward-shared node
set, and obtain a first determination result;
a first allocating unit 330, configured to allocate a
first label and a first interface according to a condi-
tion, where the condition includes the first determi-
nation result, the first label is a forwarding label from
the node device to a first downstream neighboring
node, the first interface is an outbound interface from
the node device to the first downstream node, and
the first downstream neighboring node is a down-
stream neighboring node of the node device on the
restoration path;
a first sending unit 340, configured to send an es-
tablishment request message to the first down-
stream neighboring node, where the establishment
request message includes at least the first label, the
first interface, the route information of the restoration
path, and working forward-shared node information,
and the working forward-shared node information is
a node set obtained by removing the node device
from the working forward-shared node set;
a first receiving unit 350, configured to receive an
establishment response message of the restoration
path, where the establishment response message
includes at least a fourth label, a fourth interface, and
the route information of the restoration path, the
fourth label is a forwarding label from the first down-
stream neighboring node to the node device, and
the fourth interface is an outbound interface from the
first downstream neighboring node to the node de-
vice; and
a first cross establishing unit 360, configured to es-
tablish a cross-connection of the restoration path ac-
cording to the first label, the first interface, the fourth
label, and the fourth interface.

[0143] Further, the first allocating unit 330 may specif-
ically include:

if the first determination result is that the node device
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is a working forward-shared node, the node device
allocates the first label and the first interface, where
the first label is the same as a forwarding label from
the node device to a second downstream neighbor-
ing node, the first interface is the same as an out-
bound interface from the node device to the second
downstream neighboring node, and the second
downstream neighboring node is a downstream
neighboring node of the node device on the working
path.

[0144] Further, the establishment request message
may further include shared resource indication informa-
tion, where the shared resource indication information is
used to indicate that the restoration path shares a band-
width resource with the working path.
[0145] Further, the node device may further include:

a first searching unit 370, configured to obtain the
route information of the restoration path by searching
according to fault information of the working path.

Embodiment 3

[0146] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a node device, and as shown in FIG. 3, the node
device includes:

a first obtaining unit 310, configured to obtain, ac-
cording to route information of a restoration path of
a service and route information of a working path of
the service, a working forward-shared node set of
the restoration path, where a working forward-
shared node in the working forward-shared node set
has a same downstream neighboring node on the
restoration path and the working path; and config-
ured to obtain, according to the route information of
the restoration path and route information of a pro-
tection path of the service, a protection forward-
shared node set of the restoration path, where a pro-
tection forward-shared node in the protection for-
ward-shared node set has a same downstream
neighboring node on the restoration path and the
protection path;
a first determining unit 320, configured to determine
whether the node device is a working forward-shared
node according to the working forward-shared node
set, and obtain a first determination result; and con-
figured to determine whether the node device is a
protection forward-shared node according to the pro-
tection forward-shared node set, and obtain a sec-
ond determination result;
a first allocating unit 330, configured to allocate a
first label and a first interface according to a condi-
tion, where the condition includes the first determi-
nation result and the second determination result,
the first label is a forwarding label from the node de-
vice to a first downstream neighboring node, the first

interface is an outbound interface from the node de-
vice to the first downstream node, and the first down-
stream neighboring node is a downstream neighbor-
ing node of the node device on the restoration path;
a first sending unit 340, configured to send an es-
tablishment request message to the first down-
stream neighboring node, where the establishment
request message includes at least the first label, the
first interface, the route information of the restoration
path, working forward-shared node information, and
protection forward-shared node information, the
working forward-shared node information is a node
set obtained by removing the node device from the
working forward-shared node set, and the protection
forward-shared node information is a node set ob-
tained by removing the node device from the protec-
tion forward-shared node set;
a first receiving unit 350, configured to receive an
establishment response message of the restoration
path, where the establishment response message
includes at least a fourth label, a fourth interface, and
the route information of the restoration path, the
fourth label is a forwarding label from the first down-
stream neighboring node to the node device, and
the fourth interface is an outbound interface from the
first downstream neighboring node to the node de-
vice; and
a first cross establishing unit 360, configured to es-
tablish a cross-connection of the restoration path ac-
cording to the first label, the first interface, the fourth
label, and the fourth interface.

[0147] Further, the first allocating unit 330 may specif-
ically include:

if the first determination result is that the node device
is a working forward-shared node, the node device
allocates the first label and the first interface, where
the first label is the same as a forwarding label from
the node device to a second downstream neighbor-
ing node, the first interface is the same as an out-
bound interface from the node device to the second
downstream neighboring node, and the second
downstream neighboring node is a downstream
neighboring node of the node device on the working
path; and if the second determination result is that
the node device is a protection forward-shared node,
the node device allocates the first label and the first
interface, where the first label is the same as a for-
warding label from the node device to a third down-
stream neighboring node, the first interface is the
same as an outbound interface from the node device
to the third downstream neighboring node, and the
third downstream neighboring node is a downstream
neighboring node of the node device on the protec-
tion path.

[0148] Further, the establishment request message
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may further include shared resource indication informa-
tion, where the shared resource indication information is
used to indicate that the restoration path shares a band-
width resource with the working path and the protection
path.
[0149] Further, the node device may further include:

a first searching unit 370, configured to obtain the
route information of the restoration path by searching
according to fault information of the working path.

Embodiment 4

[0150] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a node device, and as shown in FIG. 4, the node
device includes:

a second receiving unit 410, configured to receive
an establishment request message of a restoration
path of a service, where the establishment request
message includes at least a second label, a second
interface, and route information of the restoration
path, the second label is a forwarding label from a
first upstream neighboring node to the node device,
the second interface is an outbound interface from
the first upstream neighboring node to the node de-
vice, and the first upstream neighboring node is an
upstream neighboring node of the node device on
the restoration path;
a second obtaining unit 420, configured to obtain,
according to the route information of the restoration
path and route information of a working path of the
service, a working reverse-shared node set of the
restoration path, where a working reverse-shared
node in the working reverse-shared node set has a
same upstream neighboring node on the restoration
path and the working path;
a second determining unit 430, configured to deter-
mine whether the node device is a working reverse-
shared node according to the working reverse-
shared node set, and obtain a third determination
result;
a second allocating unit 440, configured to allocate
a third label and a third interface according to a con-
dition, where the condition includes the third deter-
mination result, the third label is a forwarding label
from the node device to the first upstream neighbor-
ing node, and the third interface is an outbound in-
terface from the node device to the first upstream
neighboring node;
a second cross establishing unit 450, configured to
establish a cross-connection of the restoration path
according to the second label, the second interface,
the third label, and the third interface; and
a second sending unit 460, configured to: after the
third label and the third interface are allocated, send
an establishment response message of the restora-
tion path to the first upstream neighboring node,

where the establishment response message in-
cludes at least the third label, the third interface, the
route information of the restoration path, and working
reverse-shared node information, and the working
reverse-shared node information is a node set ob-
tained by removing the node device from the working
reverse-shared node set.

[0151] Further, the second allocating unit 440 may spe-
cifically include:

if the third determination result is that the node device
is a working reverse-shared node, the node device
allocates the third label and the third interface, where
the third label is the same as a forwarding label from
the node device to a second upstream neighboring
node, the third interface is the same as an outbound
interface from the node device to the second up-
stream neighboring node, and the second upstream
neighboring node is an upstream neighboring node
of the node device on the working path.

[0152] Further, the node device may further include:

the establishment request message further includes
shared resource indication information, and before
the working reverse-shared node set is obtained, the
second determining unit 430 is further configured to
determine, according to the shared resource indica-
tion information, that the restoration path shares a
bandwidth resource with the working path.

Embodiment 5

[0153] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a node device, and as shown in FIG. 4, the node
device includes:

a second receiving unit 410, configured to receive
an establishment request message of a restoration
path of a service, where the establishment request
message includes at least a second label, a second
interface, and route information of the restoration
path, the second label is a forwarding label from a
first upstream neighboring node to the node device,
the second interface is an outbound interface from
the first upstream neighboring node to the node de-
vice, and the first upstream neighboring node is an
upstream neighboring node of the node device on
the restoration path;
a second obtaining unit 420, configured to obtain,
according to the route information of the restoration
path and route information of a working path of the
service, a working reverse-shared node set of the
restoration path, where a working reverse-shared
node in the working reverse-shared node set has a
same upstream neighboring node on the restoration
path and the working path; and configured to obtain,
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according to the route information of the restoration
path and route information of a protection path of the
service, a protection reverse-shared node set of the
restoration path, where a protection reverse-shared
node in the protection reverse-shared node set has
a same upstream neighboring node on the restora-
tion path and the protection path;
a second determining unit 430, configured to deter-
mine whether the node device is a working reverse-
shared node according to the working reverse-
shared node set, and obtain a third determination
result; and configured to determine whether the node
device is a protection reverse-shared node accord-
ing to the protection reverse-shared node set, and
obtain a fourth determination result;
a second allocating unit 440, configured to allocate
a third label and a third interface according to a con-
dition, where the condition includes the third deter-
mination result and the fourth determination result,
the third label is a forwarding label from the node
device to the first upstream neighboring node, and
the third interface is an outbound interface from the
node device to the first upstream neighboring node;
a second cross establishing unit 450, configured to
establish a cross-connection of the restoration path
according to the second label, the second interface,
the third label, and the third interface; and
a second sending unit 460, configured to: after the
third label and the third interface are allocated, send
an establishment response message of the restora-
tion path to the first upstream neighboring node,
where the establishment response message in-
cludes at least the third label, the third interface, the
route information of the restoration path, working re-
verse-shared node information, and protection re-
verse-shared node information, the working reverse-
shared node information is a node set obtained by
removing the node device from the working reverse-
shared node set, and the protection reverse-shared
node information is a node set obtained by removing
the node device from the protection reverse-shared
node set.

[0154] Further, the second allocating unit 440 may spe-
cifically include:

if the third determination result is that the node device
is a working reverse-shared node, the node device
allocates the third label and the third interface, where
the third label is the same as a forwarding label from
the node device to a second upstream neighboring
node, the third interface is the same as an outbound
interface from the node device to the second up-
stream neighboring node, and the second upstream
neighboring node is an upstream neighboring node
of the node device on the working path; and if the
fourth determination result is that the node device is
a protection reverse-shared node, the node device

allocates the third label and the third interface, where
the third label is the same as a forwarding label from
the node device to a third upstream neighboring
node, the third interface is the same as an outbound
interface from the node device to the third upstream
neighboring node, and the third upstream neighbor-
ing node is an upstream neighboring node of the
node device on the protection path.

[0155] Further, the node device may further include:

the establishment request message further includes
shared resource indication information, and before
the protection reverse-shared node set is obtained,
the second determining unit 430 may be further con-
figured to determine, according to the shared re-
source indication information, that the restoration
path shares a bandwidth resource with the working
path and the protection path.

Embodiment 6

[0156] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a node device, and as shown in FIG. 5, the node
device includes:

a third receiving unit 510, configured to receive a first
establishment request message of a restoration path
of a service, where the first establishment request
message includes at least a fifth label, a fifth inter-
face, route information of the restoration path, and
first working forward-shared node information of the
restoration path, the fifth label is a forwarding label
from a fourth upstream neighboring node to the node
device, the fifth interface is an outbound interface
from the fourth upstream neighboring node to the
node device, the fourth upstream neighboring node
is an upstream neighboring node of the node device
on the restoration path, and a working forward-
shared node in the first working forward-shared node
information has a same downstream neighboring
node on the restoration path and the working path;
and configured to receive a first establishment re-
sponse message of the restoration path, where the
first establishment response message includes at
least a seventh label, a seventh interface, the route
information of the restoration path, and first working
reverse-shared node information of the restoration
path, the seventh label is a forwarding label from a
fourth downstream neighboring node to the node de-
vice, the seventh interface is an outbound interface
from the fourth downstream neighboring node to the
node device, and a working reverse-shared node in
the first working reverse-shared node information
has a same upstream neighboring node on the res-
toration path and the working path;
a third determining unit 520, configured to determine
whether the node device is a working forward-shared
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node according to the first working forward-shared
node information, and obtain a fifth determination
result; and configured to determine whether the node
device is a working reverse-shared node according
to the first working reverse-shared node information,
and obtain a sixth determination result;
a third allocating unit 530, configured to allocate a
sixth label and a sixth interface according to a first
condition, where the first condition includes the fifth
determination result, the sixth label is a forwarding
label from the node device to the fourth downstream
neighboring node, the sixth interface is an outbound
interface from the node device to the fourth down-
stream node, and the fourth downstream neighbor-
ing node is a downstream neighboring node of the
node device on the restoration path; and configured
to allocate an eighth label and an eighth interface
according to a second condition, where the second
condition includes the sixth determination result, the
eighth label is a forwarding label from the node de-
vice to the fourth upstream neighboring node, and
the eighth interface is an outbound interface from
the node device to the fourth upstream neighboring
node;
a third sending unit 540, configured to send a second
establishment request message of the restoration
path to the fourth downstream neighboring node,
where the second establishment request message
includes at least the sixth label, the sixth interface,
and the route information and second working for-
ward-shared node information of the restoration
path, and the second working forward-shared node
information is a node set obtained by removing the
node device from the first working forward-shared
node information; and configured to: after the eighth
label and the eighth interface are allocated, send a
second establishment response message of the res-
toration path to the fourth upstream neighboring
node, where the second establishment response
message includes at least the eighth label, the eighth
interface, the route information of the restoration
path, and second working reverse-shared node in-
formation, and the second working reverse-shared
node information is a node set obtained by removing
the node device from the first working reverse-
shared node set; and
a third cross establishing unit 550, configured to es-
tablish a cross-connection of the restoration path ac-
cording to the fifth label, the fifth interface, the sixth
label, the sixth interface, the seventh label, the sev-
enth interface, the eighth label, and the eighth inter-
face.

[0157] Further, the third allocating unit 530 may spe-
cifically include:

if the fifth determination result is that the node device
is a working forward-shared node, the node device

allocates the sixth label and the sixth interface,
where the sixth label is the same as a forwarding
label from the node device to a fifth downstream
neighboring node, the sixth interface is the same as
an outbound interface from the node device to the
fifth downstream neighboring node, and the fifth
downstream neighboring node is a downstream
neighboring node of the node device on the working
path; and if the sixth determination result is that the
node device is a working reverse-shared node, the
node device allocates the eighth label and the eighth
interface, where the eighth label is the same as a
forwarding label from the node device to a fifth up-
stream neighboring node, the eighth interface is the
same as an outbound interface from the node device
to the fifth upstream neighboring node, and the fifth
upstream neighboring node is an upstream neigh-
boring node of the node device on the working path.

[0158] Further, the node device may further include:

the first establishment request message further in-
cludes shared resource indication information, and
the second establishment request message further
includes shared resource indication information; and
the third determining unit 520 may be further config-
ured to: before determining whether the node device
is a working forward-shared node, determine, ac-
cording to the shared resource indication informa-
tion, that the restoration path shares a bandwidth
resource with the working path.

Embodiment 7:

[0159] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a node device, and as shown in FIG. 5, the node
device includes:

a third receiving unit 510, configured to receive a first
establishment request message of a restoration path
of a service, where the first establishment request
message includes at least a fifth label, a fifth inter-
face, route information of the restoration path, and
first working forward-shared node information and
first protection forward-shared node information of
the restoration path, the fifth label is a forwarding
label from a fourth upstream neighboring node to the
node device, the fifth interface is an outbound inter-
face from the fourth upstream neighboring node to
the node device, the fourth upstream neighboring
node is an upstream neighboring node of the node
device on the restoration path, a working forward-
shared node in the first working forward-shared node
information has a same downstream neighboring
node on the restoration path and the working path,
and a protection forward-shared node in the first pro-
tection forward-shared node information has a same
downstream neighboring node on the restoration
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path and the working path; and configured to receive
a first establishment response message of the res-
toration path, where the first establishment response
message includes at least a seventh label, a seventh
interface, the route information of the restoration
path, and first working reverse-shared node informa-
tion and first protection reverse-shared node infor-
mation of the restoration path, the seventh label is a
forwarding label from a fourth downstream neighbor-
ing node to the node device, the seventh interface
is an outbound interface from the fourth downstream
neighboring node to the node device, a working re-
verse-shared node in the first working reverse-
shared node information has a same upstream
neighboring node on the restoration path and the
working path, and a protection reverse-shared node
in the first protection reverse-shared node informa-
tion has a same upstream neighboring node on the
restoration path and the working path;
a third determining unit 520, configured to determine
whether the node device is a working forward-shared
node according to the first working forward-shared
node information, and obtain a fifth determination
result; configured to determine whether the node de-
vice is a working reverse-shared node according to
the first working reverse-shared node information,
and obtain a sixth determination result; configured
to determine whether the node device is a protection
forward-shared node according to the first protection
forward-shared node information, and obtain a sev-
enth determination result; and configured to deter-
mine whether the node device is a protection re-
verse-shared node according to the first protection
reverse-shared node information, and obtain an
eighth determination result;
a third allocating unit 530, configured to allocate a
sixth label and a sixth interface according to a first
condition, where the first condition includes the fifth
determination result and the seventh determination
result, the sixth label is a forwarding label from the
node device to the fourth downstream neighboring
node, the sixth interface is an outbound interface
from the node device to the fourth downstream node,
and the fourth downstream neighboring node is a
downstream neighboring node of the node device
on the restoration path; and configured to allocate
an eighth label and an eighth interface according to
a second condition, where the second condition in-
cludes the sixth determination result and the eighth
determination result, the eighth label is a forwarding
label from the node device to the fourth upstream
neighboring node, and the eighth interface is an out-
bound interface from the node device to the fourth
upstream neighboring node;
a third sending unit 540, configured to send a second
establishment request message of the restoration
path to the fourth downstream neighboring node,
where the second establishment request message

includes at least the sixth label, the sixth interface,
the route information of the restoration path, second
working forward-shared node information, and sec-
ond protection forward-shared node information, the
second working forward-shared node information is
a node set obtained by removing the node device
from the first working forward-shared node informa-
tion, and the second protection forward-shared node
information is a node set obtained by removing the
node device from the first protection forward-shared
node information; and configured to: after the eighth
label and the eighth interface are allocated, send a
second establishment response message of the res-
toration path to the fourth upstream neighboring
node, where the second establishment response
message includes at least the eighth label, the eighth
interface, the route information of the restoration
path, second working reverse-shared node informa-
tion, and second protection reverse-shared node in-
formation, the second working reverse-shared node
information is a node set obtained by removing the
node device from the first working reverse-shared
node set, and the second protection reverse-shared
node information is a node set obtained by removing
the node device from the first protection reverse-
shared node set; and
a third cross establishing unit 550, configured to es-
tablish a cross-connection of the restoration path ac-
cording to the fifth label, the fifth interface, the sixth
label, the sixth interface, the seventh label, the sev-
enth interface, the eighth label, and the eighth inter-
face.

[0160] Further, the third allocating unit 530 may spe-
cifically include:

if the fifth determination result is that the node device
is a working forward-shared node, the node device
allocates the sixth label and the sixth interface,
where the sixth label is the same as a forwarding
label from the node device to a fifth downstream
neighboring node, the sixth interface is the same as
an outbound interface from the node device to the
fifth downstream neighboring node, and the fifth
downstream neighboring node is a downstream
neighboring node of the node device on the working
path; and if the seventh determination result is that
the node device is a protection forward-shared node,
the node device allocates the sixth label and the sixth
interface, where the sixth label is the same as a for-
warding label from the node device to a sixth down-
stream neighboring node, the sixth interface is the
same as an outbound interface from the node device
to the sixth downstream neighboring node, and the
sixth downstream neighboring node is a downstream
neighboring node of the node device on the protec-
tion path; and
if the sixth determination result is that the node de-
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vice is a working reverse-shared node, the node de-
vice allocates the eighth label and the eighth inter-
face, where the eighth label is the same as a for-
warding label from the node device to a fifth upstream
neighboring node, and the eighth interface is the
same as an outbound interface from the node device
to the fifth upstream neighboring node; and if the
eighth determination result is that the node device
is a protection reverse-shared node, the node device
allocates the eighth label and the eighth interface,
where the eighth label is the same as a forwarding
label from the node device to a sixth upstream neigh-
boring node, the eighth interface is the same as an
outbound interface from the node device to the sixth
upstream neighboring node, and the sixth upstream
neighboring node is an upstream neighboring node
of the node device on the protection path.

[0161] Further, the node device may further include:

the first establishment request message may further
include shared resource indication information, and
the second establishment request message may fur-
ther include shared resource indication information;
and
the third determining unit 520 may be further config-
ured to: before determining whether the node device
is a working forward-shared node, determine, ac-
cording to the shared resource indication informa-
tion, that the restoration path shares a bandwidth
resource with the working path and the protection
path.

[0162] Content such as information exchange and an
execution process between units in the node device pro-
vided in embodiments 2 to 7 is based on a same idea as
the method embodiments of the present invention. For
specific content, reference may be made to the descrip-
tions of the method embodiments of the present inven-
tion, and details are not described herein again.
[0163] According to the node device provided in the
embodiment of the present invention, the node device
allocates a label and an outbound interface according to
whether the node device is a node that is on a restoration
path and may share a bandwidth resource with a working
path. Therefore, automatic establishment of the restora-
tion path is implemented, a bandwidth resource of the
restoration path is ensured, and a service can be restored
in time and effectively after the working path encounters
a fault, thereby improving network reliability. In addition,
according to a technical solution provided in the embod-
iment of the present invention, a bandwidth resource on
an existing working path can be further reused, which
improves network resource utilization and reduces a net-
working cost.

Embodiment 8

[0164] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a system for establishing a restoration path, and
as shown in FIG. 6, the system includes at least a first
node device 610 and a second node device 620, where
the first node device 610 is connected to the second node
device 620.
[0165] The first node device 610 includes a first obtain-
ing unit, a first determining unit, a first allocating unit, a
first sending unit, a first receiving unit, and a first cross
establishing unit. For specific content, reference may be
made to the first obtaining unit 310, the first determining
unit 320, the first allocating unit 330, the first sending unit
340, the first receiving unit 350, and the first cross estab-
lishing unit 360 in Embodiment 2, and details are not
described herein again.
[0166] The second node device 620 includes a second
receiving unit, a second obtaining unit, a second deter-
mining unit, a second allocating unit, a second cross es-
tablishing unit, and a second sending unit. For specific
content, reference may be made to the second receiving
unit 410, the second obtaining unit 420, the second de-
termining unit 430, the second allocating unit 440, the
second cross establishing unit 450, and the second send-
ing unit 460 in Embodiment 4, and details are not de-
scribed herein again.
[0167] A third node device 630 may further exist be-
tween the first node device 610 and the second node
device 620 and is specifically:

the third node device 630 includes a third receiving
unit, a third determining unit, a third allocating unit,
a third sending unit, and a third cross establishing
unit. For specific content, reference may be made to
the third receiving unit 510, the third determining unit
520, the third allocating unit 530, the third sending
unit 540, and the third cross establishing unit 550 in
Embodiment 6, and details are not described herein
again.

Embodiment 9

[0168] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a system for establishing a restoration path, and
as shown in FIG. 6, the system includes at least a first
node device 610 and a second node device 620, where
the first node device 610 is connected to the second node
device 620.
[0169] The first node device 610 includes a first obtain-
ing unit, a first determining unit, a first allocating unit, a
first sending unit, a first receiving unit, and a first cross
establishing unit. For specific content, reference may be
made to the first obtaining unit 310, the first determining
unit 320, the first allocating unit 330, the first sending unit
340, the first receiving unit 350, and the first cross estab-
lishing unit 360 in Embodiment 3, and details are not
described herein again.
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[0170] The second node device 620 includes a second
receiving unit, a second obtaining unit, a second deter-
mining unit, a second allocating unit, a second cross es-
tablishing unit, and a second sending unit. For specific
content, reference may be made to the second receiving
unit 410, the second obtaining unit 420, the second de-
termining unit 430, the second allocating unit 440, the
second cross establishing unit 450, and the second send-
ing unit 460 in Embodiment 5, and details are not de-
scribed herein again.
[0171] A third node device 630 may further exist be-
tween the first node device 610 and the second node
device 620 and is specifically:

the third node device 630 includes a third receiving
unit, a third determining unit, a third allocating unit,
a third sending unit, and a third cross establishing
unit. For specific content, reference may be made to
the third receiving unit 510, the third determining unit
520, the third allocating unit 530, the third sending
unit 540, and the third cross establishing unit 550 in
Embodiment 7, and details are not described herein
again.

[0172] According to the system for establishing a res-
toration path in Embodiment 8 and Embodiment 9, con-
tent such as a specific implementation process between
units and information exchange between the units is
based on a same invention idea as the method embod-
iments of the present invention; therefore, reference may
be made to the method embodiments, and details are
not described herein again.
[0173] The foregoing embodiments may be imple-
mented by extending the GMPLS (Generalized Multipro-
tocol Label Switching, generalized multiprotocol label
switching) RSVP-TE (Resource Reservation Protocol
with TE, Resource Reservation Protocol-Traffic Engi-
neering) protocol, where a Path message is used as an
establishment request message and a Resv message is
used as an establishment response message.
[0174] Working forward-shared node information,
working reverse-shared node information, protection for-
ward-shared node information, protection reverse-
shared node information, and shared resource indication
information may be borne by adding GMPLS RSVP-TE
signaling or extending existing RSVP-TE signaling.
[0175] The working forward-shared node information
and protection forward-shared node information may be
carried by adding a new object in the Path message; the
working reverse-shared node information and protection
reverse-shared node information may be carried by add-
ing a new object in the Resv message.
[0176] The shared resource indication information may
be carried by using an LSP_REQUIRED_ATTRIBUTES
object in an extended Path message. For example, one
bit in the LSP_REQUIRED_ATTRIBUTES object is de-
fined as shared resource indication information. If the bit
is set to 1, it indicates that the restoration path shares a

resource with a working path carried in an ASSOCIA-
TION object. This manner is applicable to a case in which
a restoration path shares a bandwidth resource with a
working path. Alternatively, two bits in the
LSP_REQUIRED_ATTRIBUTES object may be defined
as shared resource indication information, where one bit
is used to indicate whether the restoration path shares a
resource with a working path carried in the ASSOCIA-
TION object, and the other bit is used to indicate whether
the restoration path shares a resource with a protection
path carried in the ASSOCIATION object. This manner
is applicable to a case in which a restoration path shares
a bandwidth resource with a working path and a protec-
tion path.
[0177] According to the technical solutions provided in
the embodiments of the present invention, automatic es-
tablishment of a restoration path can be implemented, a
bandwidth resource of the restoration path can be en-
sured, and a service can be restored in time and effec-
tively after a working path encounters a fault, which im-
proves network reliability. In addition, according to the
technical solutions provided in the embodiments of the
present invention, a bandwidth resource on an existing
working path can be further reused, which improves net-
work resource utilization and reduces a networking cost.
[0178] A person of ordinary skill in the art may under-
stand that all or a part of the steps of the method embod-
iments may be implemented by a computer program in-
structing relevant hardware. The program may be stored
in a computer readable storage medium. When the pro-
gram runs, the processes of the method embodiments
are performed. The storage medium may be: a magnetic
disk, an optical disc, a read-only memory (Read-Only
Memory, ROM), a random access memory (Random Ac-
cess Memory, RAM), or the like.
[0179] The foregoing descriptions are merely specific
implementation manners of the present invention, but are
not intended to limit the protection scope of the present
invention. Any variation or replacement readily figured
out by a person skilled in the art within the technical scope
disclosed in the present invention shall fall within the pro-
tection scope of the present invention. Therefore, the pro-
tection scope of the present invention shall be subject to
the protection scope of the claims.

Claims

1. A method for establishing a restoration path, com-
prising:

obtaining, by a first node according to route in-
formation of a restoration path of a service and
route information of a working path of the serv-
ice, a working forward-shared node set of the
restoration path, wherein a working forward-
shared node in the working forward-shared
node set has a same downstream neighboring
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node on the restoration path and the working
path;
determining, by the first node, whether the first
node is a working forward-shared node accord-
ing to the working forward-shared node set, and
obtaining a first determination result;
allocating, by the first node, a first label and a
first interface according to a condition, wherein
the condition comprises the first determination
result, the first label is a forwarding label from
the first node to a first downstream neighboring
node, the first interface is an outbound interface
from the first node to the first downstream node,
and the first downstream neighboring node is a
downstream neighboring node of the first node
on the restoration path;
sending, by the first node, an establishment re-
quest message to the first downstream neigh-
boring node, wherein the establishment request
message comprises at least the first label, the
first interface, the route information of the resto-
ration path, and working forward-shared node
information, and the working forward-shared
node information is a node set obtained by re-
moving the first node from the working forward-
shared node set;
receiving, by the first node, an establishment re-
sponse message of the restoration path, where-
in the establishment response message com-
prises at least a fourth label, a fourth interface,
and the route information of the restoration path,
the fourth label is a forwarding label from the
first downstream neighboring node to the first
node, and the fourth interface is an outbound
interface from the first downstream neighboring
node to the first node; and
establishing, by the first node, a cross-connec-
tion of the restoration path according to the first
label, the first interface, the fourth label, and the
fourth interface.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the allo-
cating, by the first node, a first label and a first inter-
face according to a condition, wherein the condition
comprises the first determination result, specifically
comprises:

if the first determination result is that the first
node is a working forward-shared node, allocat-
ing, by the first node, the first label and the first
interface, wherein the first label is the same as
a forwarding label from the first node to a second
downstream neighboring node, the first inter-
face is the same as an outbound interface from
the first node to the second downstream neigh-
boring node, and the second downstream neigh-
boring node is a downstream neighboring node
of the first node on the working path.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the
establishment request message further comprises
shared resource indication information, and the
shared resource indication information is used to in-
dicate that the restoration path shares a bandwidth
resource with the working path.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the meth-
od further comprises:

obtaining, by the first node according to the route
information of the restoration path and route in-
formation of a protection path of the service, a
protection forward-shared node set of the res-
toration path, wherein a protection forward-
shared node in the protection forward-shared
node set has a same downstream neighboring
node on the restoration path and the protection
path;
determining, by the first node, whether the first
node is a protection forward-shared node ac-
cording to the protection forward-shared node
set, and obtaining a second determination re-
sult; and
the condition further comprises the second de-
termination result; and the establishment re-
quest message further comprises protection for-
ward-shared node information, wherein the pro-
tection forward-shared node information is a
node set obtained by removing the first node
from the protection forward-shared node set.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the allo-
cating, by the first node, a first label and a first inter-
face according to a condition, wherein the condition
comprises the first determination result and the sec-
ond determination result, specifically comprises:

if the first determination result is that the first
node is a working forward-shared node, allocat-
ing, by the first node, the first label and the first
interface, wherein the first label is the same as
a forwarding label from the first node to a second
downstream neighboring node, the first inter-
face is the same as an outbound interface from
the first node to the second downstream neigh-
boring node, and the second downstream neigh-
boring node is a downstream neighboring node
of the first node on the working path; and
if the second determination result is that the first
node is a protection forward-shared node, allo-
cating, by the first node, the first label and the
first interface, wherein the first label is the same
as a forwarding label from the first node to a third
downstream neighboring node, the first inter-
face is the same as an outbound interface from
the first node to the third downstream neighbor-
ing node, and the third downstream neighboring
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node is a downstream neighboring node of the
first node and on the protection path.

6. The method according to claim 4 or 5, wherein the
establishment request message further comprises
shared resource indication information, and the
shared resource indication information is used to in-
dicate a bandwidth resource that the restoration path
shares with the working path and the protection path.

7. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6,
wherein the route information of the restoration path
is obtained by the first node by searching according
to fault information of the working path.

8. A method for establishing a restoration path, com-
prising:

receiving, by a second node, an establishment
request message of a restoration path of a serv-
ice, wherein the establishment request mes-
sage comprises at least a second label, a sec-
ond interface, and route information of the res-
toration path, the second label is a forwarding
label from a first upstream neighboring node to
the second node, the second interface is an out-
bound interface from the first upstream neigh-
boring node to the second node, and the first
upstream neighboring node is an upstream
neighboring node of the second node on the res-
toration path;
obtaining, by the second node according to the
route information of the restoration path and
route information of a working path of the serv-
ice, a working reverse-shared node set of the
restoration path, wherein a working reverse-
shared node in the working reverse-shared
node set has a same upstream neighboring
node on the restoration path and the working
path;
determining, by the second node, whether the
second node is a working reverse-shared node
according to the working reverse-shared node
set, and obtaining a third determination result;
allocating, by the second node, a third label and
a third interface according to a condition, where-
in the condition comprises the third determina-
tion result, the third label is a forwarding label
from the second node to the first upstream
neighboring node, and the third interface is an
outbound interface from the second node to the
first upstream neighboring node;
establishing, by the second node, a cross-con-
nection of the restoration path according to the
second label, the second interface, the third la-
bel, and the third interface; and
sending, by the second node after allocating the
third label and the third interface, an establish-

ment response message of the restoration path
to the first upstream neighboring node, wherein
the establishment response message compris-
es at least the third label, the third interface, the
route information of the restoration path, and
working reverse-shared node information, and
the working reverse-shared node information is
a node set obtained by removing the second
node from the working reverse-shared node set.

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein the allo-
cating, by the second node, a third label and a third
interface according to a condition, wherein the con-
dition comprises the third determination result, spe-
cifically comprises:

if the third determination result is that the second
node is a working reverse-shared node, allocat-
ing, by the second node, the third label and the
third interface, wherein the third label is the
same as a forwarding label from the second
node to a second upstream neighboring node,
the third interface is the same as an outbound
interface from the second node to the second
upstream neighboring node, and the second up-
stream neighboring node is an upstream neigh-
boring node of the second node on the working
path.

10. The method according to claim 8 or 9, wherein the
method further comprises:

the establishment request message further
comprises shared resource indication informa-
tion, and before obtaining the working reverse-
shared node set, the second node determines,
according to the shared resource indication in-
formation, that the restoration path shares a
bandwidth resource with the working path.

11. The method according to claim 8, wherein the meth-
od further comprises:

obtaining, by the second node according to the
route information of the restoration path and
route information of a protection path of the serv-
ice, a protection reverse-shared node set of the
restoration path, wherein a protection reverse-
shared node in the protection reverse-shared
node set has a same upstream neighboring
node on the restoration path and the protection
path;
determining, by the second node, whether the
second node is a protection reverse-shared
node according to the protection reverse-shared
node set, and obtaining a fourth determination
result; and
the condition further comprises the fourth deter-
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mination result; and the establishment response
message further comprises protection reverse
shared node information, wherein the protection
reverse-shared node information is a node set
obtained by removing the second node from the
protection reverse-shared node set.

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein the al-
locating, by the second node, a third label and a third
interface according to a condition, wherein the con-
dition comprises the third determination result and
the fourth determination result, specifically compris-
es:

if the third determination result is that the second
node is a working reverse-shared node, allocat-
ing, by the second node, the third label and the
third interface, wherein the third label is the
same as a forwarding label from the second
node to a second upstream neighboring node,
the third interface is the same as an outbound
interface from the second node to the second
upstream neighboring node, and the second up-
stream neighboring node is an upstream neigh-
boring node of the second node on the working
path; and
if the fourth determination result is that the sec-
ond node is a protection reverse-shared node,
allocating, by the second node, the third label
and the third interface, wherein the third label is
the same as a forwarding label from the second
node to a third upstream neighboring node, the
third interface is the same as an outbound inter-
face from the second node to the third upstream
neighboring node, and the third upstream neigh-
boring node is an upstream neighboring node
of the second node on the protection path.

13. The method according to claim 11 or 12, wherein the
method further comprises:

the establishment request message further
comprises shared resource indication informa-
tion, and before obtaining the protection re-
verse-shared node set, the second node deter-
mines, according to the shared resource indica-
tion information, that the restoration path shares
a bandwidth resource with the working path and
the protection path.

14. A method for establishing a restoration path, com-
prising:

receiving, by a third node, a first establishment
request message of a restoration path of a serv-
ice, wherein the first establishment request mes-
sage comprises at least a fifth label, a fifth inter-
face, route information of the restoration path,

and first working forward-shared node informa-
tion of the restoration path, the fifth label is a
forwarding label from a fourth upstream neigh-
boring node to the third node, the fifth interface
is an outbound interface from the fourth up-
stream neighboring node to the third node, the
fourth upstream neighboring node is an up-
stream neighboring node of the third node on
the restoration path, and a working forward-
shared node in the first working forward-shared
node information has a same downstream
neighboring node on the restoration path and
the working path;
determining, by the third node, whether the third
node is a working forward-shared node accord-
ing to the first working forward-shared node in-
formation, and obtaining a fifth determination re-
sult;
allocating, by the third node, a sixth label and a
sixth interface according to a first condition,
wherein the first condition comprises the fifth de-
termination result, the sixth label is a forwarding
label from the third node to a fourth downstream
neighboring node, the sixth interface is an out-
bound interface from the third node to the fourth
downstream node, and the fourth downstream
neighboring node is a downstream neighboring
node of the third node on the restoration path;
sending, by the third node, a second establish-
ment request message of the restoration path
to the fourth downstream neighboring node,
wherein the second establishment request mes-
sage comprises at least the sixth label, the sixth
interface, the route information of the restoration
path, and second working forward-shared node
information of the restoration path, and the sec-
ond working forward-shared node information is
a node set obtained by removing the third node
from the first working forward-shared node in-
formation;
receiving, by the third node, a first establishment
response message of the restoration path,
wherein the first establishment response mes-
sage comprises at least a seventh label, a sev-
enth interface, the route information of the res-
toration path, and first working reverse-shared
node information of the restoration path, the sev-
enth label is a forwarding label from the fourth
downstream neighboring node to the third node,
the seventh interface is an outbound interface
from the fourth downstream neighboring node
to the third node, and a working reverse-shared
node in the first working reverse-shared node
information has a same upstream neighboring
node on the restoration path and the working
path;
determining, by the third node, whether the third
node is a working reverse-shared node accord-
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ing to the first working reverse-shared node in-
formation, and obtaining a sixth determination
result;
allocating, by the third node, an eighth label and
an eighth interface according to a second con-
dition, wherein the second condition comprises
the sixth determination result, the eighth label is
a forwarding label from the third node to the
fourth upstream neighboring node, and the
eighth interface is an outbound interface from
the third node to the fourth upstream neighbor-
ing node;
establishing, by the third node, a cross-connec-
tion of the restoration path according to the fifth
label, the fifth interface, the sixth label, the sixth
interface, the seventh label, the seventh inter-
face, the eighth label, and the eighth interface;
and
sending, by the third node after allocating the
eighth label and the eighth interface, a second
establishment response message of the resto-
ration path to the fourth upstream neighboring
node, wherein the second establishment re-
sponse message comprises at least the eighth
label, the eighth interface, the route information
of the restoration path, and second working re-
verse-shared node information, and the second
working reverse-shared node information is a
node set obtained by removing the third node
from the first working reverse-shared node set.

15. The method according to claim 14, wherein the al-
locating, by the third node, a sixth label and a sixth
interface according to a first condition, wherein the
first condition comprises the fifth determination re-
sult, specifically comprises:

if the fifth determination result is that the third
node is a working forward-shared node, allocat-
ing, by the third node, the sixth label and the
sixth interface, wherein the sixth label is the
same as a forwarding label from the third node
to a fifth downstream neighboring node, the sixth
interface is the same as an outbound interface
from the third node to the fifth downstream
neighboring node, and the fifth downstream
neighboring node is a downstream neighboring
node of the third node on the working path; and
the allocating, by the third node, an eighth label
and an eighth interface according to a second
condition, wherein the second condition com-
prises the sixth determination result, specifically
comprises:

if the sixth determination result is that the
third node is a working reverse-shared
node, allocating, by the third node, the
eighth label and the eighth interface, where-

in the eighth label is the same as a forward-
ing label from the third node to a fifth up-
stream neighboring node, the eighth inter-
face is the same as an outbound interface
from the third node to the fifth upstream
neighboring node, and the fifth upstream
neighboring node is an upstream neighbor-
ing node of the third node on the working
path.

16. The method according to claim 14 or 15, wherein the
method further comprises:

the first establishment request message further
comprises shared resource indication informa-
tion; the second establishment request mes-
sage further comprises shared resource indica-
tion information; and before determining wheth-
er the third node is a working forward-shared
node, the third node determines, according to
the shared resource indication information, that
the restoration path shares a bandwidth re-
source with the working path.

17. The method according to claim 14, wherein the meth-
od further comprises:

the first establishment request message further
comprises first protection forward-shared node
information of the restoration path; and a pro-
tection forward-shared node in the first protec-
tion forward-shared node information has a
same downstream neighboring node on the res-
toration path and the working path;
determining, by the third node, whether the third
node is a protection forward-shared node ac-
cording to the first protection forward-shared
node information, and obtaining a seventh de-
termination result;
the first condition further comprises the seventh
determination result;
the second establishment request message fur-
ther comprises second protection forward-
shared node information, wherein the second
protection forward-shared node information is a
node set obtained by removing the third node
from the first protection forward-shared node in-
formation;
the first establishment response message fur-
ther comprises first protection reverse-shared
node information of the restoration path; and a
protection reverse-shared node in the first pro-
tection reverse-shared node information has a
same upstream neighboring node on the resto-
ration path and the working path;
determining, by the third node, whether the third
node is a protection reverse-shared node ac-
cording to the first protection reverse-shared
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node information, and obtaining an eighth de-
termination result;
the second condition further comprises the
eighth determination result; and
the second establishment response message
further comprises second protection reverse-
shared node information, wherein the second
protection reverse-shared node information is a
node set obtained by removing the third node
from the first protection reverse-shared node
set.

18. The method according to claim 17, wherein the al-
locating, by the third node, a sixth label and a sixth
interface according to a first condition, wherein the
first condition comprises the fifth determination result
and the seventh determination result, specifically
comprises:

if the fifth determination result is that the third
node is a working forward-shared node, allocat-
ing, by the third node, the sixth label and the
sixth interface, wherein the sixth label is the
same as a forwarding label from the third node
to a fifth downstream neighboring node, the sixth
interface is the same as an outbound interface
from the third node to the fifth downstream
neighboring node, and the fifth downstream
neighboring node is a downstream neighboring
node of the third node on the working path; and
if the seventh determination result is that the
third node is a protection forward-shared node,
allocating, by the third node, the sixth label and
the sixth interface, wherein the sixth label is the
same as a forwarding label from the third node
to a sixth downstream neighboring node, the
sixth interface is the same as an outbound in-
terface from the third node to the sixth down-
stream neighboring node, and the sixth down-
stream neighboring node is a downstream
neighboring node of the third node on the pro-
tection path; and
the allocating, by the third node, an eighth label
and an eighth interface according to a second
condition, wherein the second condition com-
prises the sixth determination result and the
eighth determination result, specifically com-
prises:

if the sixth determination result is that the
third node is a working reverse-shared
node, allocating, by the third node, the
eighth label and the eighth interface, where-
in the eighth label is the same as a forward-
ing label from the third node to a fifth up-
stream neighboring node, and the eighth in-
terface is the same as an outbound interface
from the third node to the fifth upstream

neighboring node; and
if the eighth determination result is that the
third node is a protection reverse-shared
node, allocating, by the third node, the
eighth label and the eighth interface, where-
in the eighth label is the same as a forward-
ing label from the third node to a sixth up-
stream neighboring node, the eighth inter-
face is the same as an outbound interface
from the third node to the sixth upstream
neighboring node, and the sixth upstream
neighboring node is an upstream neighbor-
ing node of the third node on the protection
path.

19. The method according to claim 17 or 18, wherein the
method further comprises:

the first establishment request message further
comprises shared resource indication informa-
tion; the second establishment request mes-
sage further comprises shared resource indica-
tion information; and before determining wheth-
er the third node is a working forward-shared
node, the third node determines, according to
the shared resource indication information, that
the restoration path shares a bandwidth re-
source with the working path and the protection
path.

20. A node device, comprising: a first obtaining unit, a
first determining unit, a first allocating unit, a first
sending unit, a first receiving unit, and a first cross
establishing unit, wherein:

the first obtaining unit is configured to obtain,
according to route information of a restoration
path of a service and route information of a work-
ing path of the service, a working forward-shared
node set of the restoration path, wherein a work-
ing forward-shared node in the working forward-
shared node set has a same downstream neigh-
boring node on the restoration path and the
working path;
the first determining unit is configured to deter-
mine whether the node device is a working for-
ward-shared node according to the working for-
ward-shared node set, and obtain a first deter-
mination result;
the first allocating unit is configured to allocate
a first label and a first interface according to a
condition, wherein the condition comprises the
first determination result, the first label is a for-
warding label from the node device to a first
downstream neighboring node, the first inter-
face is an outbound interface from the node de-
vice to the first downstream node, and the first
downstream neighboring node is a downstream
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neighboring node of the node device on the res-
toration path;
the first sending unit is configured to send an
establishment request message to the first
downstream neighboring node, wherein the es-
tablishment request message comprises at
least the first label, the first interface, the route
information of the restoration path, and working
forward-shared node information, and the work-
ing forward-shared node information is a node
set obtained by removing the node device from
the working forward-shared node set;
the first receiving unit is configured to receive
an establishment response message of the res-
toration path, wherein the establishment re-
sponse message comprises at least a fourth la-
bel, a fourth interface, and the route information
of the restoration path, the fourth label is a for-
warding label from the first downstream neigh-
boring node to the node device, and the fourth
interface is an outbound interface from the first
downstream neighboring node to the node de-
vice; and
the first cross establishing unit is configured to
establish a cross-connection of the restoration
path according to the first label, the first inter-
face, the fourth label, and the fourth interface.

21. The node device according to claim 20, wherein the
first allocating unit specifically comprises:

if the first determination result is that the node
device is a working forward-shared node, the
node device allocates the first label and the first
interface, wherein the first label is the same as
a forwarding label from the node device to a sec-
ond downstream neighboring node, the first in-
terface is the same as an outbound interface
from the node device to the second downstream
neighboring node, and the second downstream
neighboring node is a downstream neighboring
node of the node device on the working path.

22. The node device according to claim 20 or 21, wherein
the establishment request message further compris-
es shared resource indication information, and the
shared resource indication information is used to in-
dicate that the restoration path shares a bandwidth
resource with the working path.

23. The node device according to claim 20, wherein the
node device further comprises:

the first obtaining unit is further configured to
obtain, according to the route information of the
restoration path and route information of a pro-
tection path of the service, a protection forward-
shared node set of the restoration path, wherein

a protection forward-shared node in the protec-
tion forward-shared node set has a same down-
stream neighboring node on the restoration path
and the protection path;
the first determining unit is further configured to
determine whether the node device is a protec-
tion forward-shared node according to the pro-
tection forward-shared node set, and obtain a
second determination result; and
the condition further comprises the second de-
termination result; and the establishment re-
quest message further comprises protection for-
ward-shared node information, wherein the pro-
tection forward-shared node information is a
node set obtained by removing the node device
from the protection forward-shared node set.

24. The node device according to claim 23, wherein the
first allocating unit specifically comprises:

if the first determination result is that the node
device is a working forward-shared node, the
node device allocates the first label and the first
interface, wherein the first label is the same as
a forwarding label from the node device to a sec-
ond downstream neighboring node, the first in-
terface is the same as an outbound interface
from the node device to the second downstream
neighboring node, and the second downstream
neighboring node is a downstream neighboring
node of the node device on the working path; and
if the second determination result is that the
node device is a protection forward-shared
node, the node device allocates the first label
and the first interface, wherein the first label is
the same as a forwarding label from the node
device to a third downstream neighboring node,
the first interface is the same as an outbound
interface from the node device to the third down-
stream neighboring node, and the third down-
stream neighboring node is a downstream
neighboring node of the node device on the pro-
tection path.

25. The node device according to claim 23 or 24, wherein
the establishment request message further compris-
es shared resource indication information, and the
shared resource indication information is used to in-
dicate that the restoration path shares a bandwidth
resource with the working path and the protection
path.

26. The node device according to any one of claims 20
to 25, wherein the node device further comprises:

a first searching unit, configured to obtain the
route information of the restoration path by
searching according to fault information of the
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working path.

27. A node device, comprising: a second receiving unit,
a second obtaining unit, a second determining unit,
a second allocating unit, a second cross establishing
unit, and a second sending unit, wherein:

the second receiving unit is configured to receive
an establishment request message of a resto-
ration path of a service, wherein the establish-
ment request message comprises at least a sec-
ond label, a second interface, and route infor-
mation of the restoration path, the second label
is a forwarding label from a first upstream neigh-
boring node to the node device, the second in-
terface is an outbound interface from the first
upstream neighboring node to the node device,
and the first upstream neighboring node is an
upstream neighboring node of the node device
on the restoration path;
the second obtaining unit is configured to obtain,
according to the route information of the resto-
ration path and route information of a working
path of the service, a working reverse-shared
node set of the restoration path, wherein a work-
ing reverse-shared node in the working reverse-
shared node set has a same upstream neigh-
boring node on the restoration path and the
working path;
the second determining unit is configured to de-
termine whether the node device is a working
reverse-shared node according to the working
reverse-shared node set, and obtain a third de-
termination result;
the second allocating unit is configured to allo-
cate a third label and a third interface according
to a condition, wherein the condition comprises
the third determination result, the third label is a
forwarding label from the node device to the first
upstream neighboring node, and the third inter-
face is an outbound interface from the node de-
vice to the first upstream neighboring node;
the second cross establishing unit is configured
to establish a cross-connection of the restora-
tion path according to the second label, the sec-
ond interface, the third label, and the third inter-
face; and
the second sending unit is configured to: after
the third label and the third interface are allocat-
ed, send an establishment response message
of the restoration path to the first upstream
neighboring node, wherein the establishment
response message comprises at least the third
label, the third interface, the route information
of the restoration path, and working reverse-
shared node information, and the working re-
verse-shared node information is a node set ob-
tained by removing the node device from the

working reverse-shared node set.

28. The node device according to claim 27, wherein the
second allocating unit specifically comprises:

if the third determination result is that the node
device is a working reverse-shared node, the
node device allocates the third label and the third
interface, wherein the third label is the same as
a forwarding label from the node device to a sec-
ond upstream neighboring node, the third inter-
face is the same as an outbound interface from
the node device to the second upstream neigh-
boring node, and the second upstream neigh-
boring node is an upstream neighboring node
of the node device on the working path.

29. The node device according to claim 27 or 28, wherein
the node device further comprises:

the establishment request message further
comprises shared resource indication informa-
tion, and the second determining unit is further
configured to: before the working reverse-
shared node set is obtained, determine, accord-
ing to the shared resource indication informa-
tion, that the restoration path shares a band-
width resource with the working path.

30. The node device according to claim 27, wherein the
node device further comprises:

the second obtaining unit is further configured
to obtain, according to the route information of
the restoration path and route information of a
protection path of the service, a protection re-
verse-shared node set of the restoration path,
wherein a protection reverse-shared node in the
protection reverse-shared node set has a same
upstream neighboring node on the restoration
path and the protection path;
the second determining unit is further configured
to determine whether the node device is a pro-
tection reverse-shared node according to the
protection reverse-shared node set, and obtain
a fourth determination result; and
the condition further comprises the fourth deter-
mination result; and the establishment response
message further comprises protection reverse
shared node information, wherein the protection
reverse-shared node information is a node set
obtained by removing the node device from the
protection reverse-shared node set.

31. The node device according to claim 30, wherein the
second allocating unit specifically comprises:

if the third determination result is that the node
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device is a working reverse-shared node, the
node device allocates the third label and the third
interface, wherein the third label is the same as
a forwarding label from the node device to a sec-
ond upstream neighboring node, the third inter-
face is the same as an outbound interface from
the node device to the second upstream neigh-
boring node, and the second upstream neigh-
boring node is an upstream neighboring node
of the node device on the working path; and
if the fourth determination result is that the node
device is a protection reverse-shared node, the
node device allocates the third label and the third
interface, wherein the third label is the same as
a forwarding label from the node device to a third
upstream neighboring node, the third interface
is the same as an outbound interface from the
node device to the third upstream neighboring
node, and the third upstream neighboring node
is an upstream neighboring node of the node
device on the protection path.

32. The node device according to claim 30 or 31, wherein
the node device further comprises:

the establishment request message further
comprises shared resource indication informa-
tion, and the second determining unit is further
configured to: before the protection reverse-
shared node set is obtained, determine, accord-
ing to the shared resource indication informa-
tion, that the restoration path shares a band-
width resource with the working path and the
protection path.

33. A node device, comprising: a third receiving unit, a
third determining unit, a third allocating unit, a third
sending unit, and a third cross establishing unit,
wherein:

the third receiving unit is configured to receive
a first establishment request message of a res-
toration path of a service, wherein the first es-
tablishment request message comprises at
least a fifth label, a fifth interface, route informa-
tion of the restoration path, and first working for-
ward-shared node information of the restoration
path, the fifth label is a forwarding label from a
fourth upstream neighboring node to the node
device, the fifth interface is an outbound inter-
face from the fourth upstream neighboring node
to the node device, the fourth upstream neigh-
boring node is an upstream neighboring node
of the node device on the restoration path, and
a working forward-shared node in the first work-
ing forward-shared node information has a
same downstream neighboring node on the res-
toration path and the working path; and config-

ured to receive a first establishment response
message of the restoration path, wherein the
first establishment response message compris-
es at least a seventh label, a seventh interface,
the route information of the restoration path, and
first working reverse-shared node information of
the restoration path, the seventh label is a for-
warding label from a fourth downstream neigh-
boring node to the node device, the seventh in-
terface is an outbound interface from the fourth
downstream neighboring node to the node de-
vice, and a working reverse-shared node in the
first working reverse-shared node information
has a same upstream neighboring node on the
restoration path and the working path;
the third determining unit is configured to deter-
mine whether the node device is a working for-
ward-shared node according to the first working
forward-shared node information, and obtain a
fifth determination result; and configured to de-
termine whether the node device is a working
reverse-shared node according to the first work-
ing reverse-shared node information, and obtain
a sixth determination result;
the third allocating unit is configured to allocate
a sixth label and a sixth interface according to a
first condition, wherein the first condition com-
prises the fifth determination result, the sixth la-
bel is a forwarding label from the node device
to the fourth downstream neighboring node, the
sixth interface is an outbound interface from the
node device to the fourth downstream node, and
the fourth downstream neighboring node is a
downstream neighboring node of the node de-
vice on the restoration path; and configured to
allocate an eighth label and an eighth interface
according to a second condition, wherein the
second condition comprises the sixth determi-
nation result, the eighth label is a forwarding la-
bel from the node device to the fourth upstream
neighboring node, and the eighth interface is an
outbound interface from the node device to the
fourth upstream neighboring node;
the third sending unit is configured to send a
second establishment request message of the
restoration path to the fourth downstream neigh-
boring node, wherein the second establishment
request message comprises at least the sixth
label, the sixth interface, and the route informa-
tion of the restoration path and second working
forward-shared node information, and the sec-
ond working forward-shared node information is
a node set obtained by removing the node de-
vice from the first working forward-shared node
information; and configured to: after the eighth
label and the eighth interface are allocated, send
a second establishment response message of
the restoration path to the fourth upstream
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neighboring node, wherein the second estab-
lishment response message comprises at least
the eighth label, the eighth interface, the route
information of the restoration path, and second
working reverse-shared node information, and
the second working reverse-shared node infor-
mation is a node set obtained by removing the
node device from the first working reverse-
shared node set; and
the third cross establishing unit is configured to
establish a cross-connection of the restoration
path according to the fifth label, the fifth inter-
face, the sixth label, the sixth interface, the sev-
enth label, the seventh interface, the eighth la-
bel, and the eighth interface.

34. The node device according to claim 33, wherein the
third allocating unit specifically comprises:

if the fifth determination result is that the node
device is a working forward-shared node, the
node device allocates the sixth label and the
sixth interface, wherein the sixth label is the
same as a forwarding label from the node device
to a fifth downstream neighboring node, the sixth
interface is the same as an outbound interface
from the node device to the fifth downstream
neighboring node, and the fifth downstream
neighboring node is a downstream neighboring
node of the node device on the working path; and
if the sixth determination result is that the node
device is a working reverse-shared node, the
node device allocates the eighth label and the
eighth interface, wherein the eighth label is the
same as a forwarding label from the node device
to a fifth upstream neighboring node, the eighth
interface is the same as an outbound interface
from the node device to the fifth upstream neigh-
boring node, and the fifth upstream neighboring
node is an upstream neighboring node of the
node device on the working path.

35. The node device according to claim 33 or 34, wherein
the node device further comprises:

the first establishment request message further
comprises shared resource indication informa-
tion, and the second establishment request
message further comprises shared resource in-
dication information; and
the third determining unit is further configured
to: before determining whether the node device
is a working forward-shared node, determine,
according to the shared resource indication in-
formation, that the restoration path shares a
bandwidth resource with the working path.

36. The node device according to claim 33, wherein the

node device further comprises:

the first establishment request message further
comprises first protection forward-shared node
information of the restoration path; and a pro-
tection forward-shared node in the first protec-
tion forward-shared node information has a
same downstream neighboring node on the res-
toration path and the working path;
the first establishment response message fur-
ther comprises first protection reverse-shared
node information of the restoration path; and a
protection reverse-shared node in the first pro-
tection reverse-shared node information has a
same upstream neighboring node on the resto-
ration path and the working path;
the first condition further comprises a seventh
determination result, and the second condition
further comprises an eighth determination re-
sult;
the second establishment request message fur-
ther comprises second protection forward-
shared node information, wherein the second
protection forward-shared node information is a
node set obtained by removing the node device
from the first protection forward-shared node in-
formation;
the second establishment response message
further comprises second protection reverse-
shared node information, wherein the second
protection reverse-shared node information is a
node set obtained by removing the node device
from the first protection reverse-shared node
set; and
the third determining unit is further configured
to determine whether the node device is a pro-
tection forward-shared node according to the
first protection forward-shared node informa-
tion, and obtain the seventh determination re-
sult; and further configured to determine wheth-
er the node device is a protection reverse-
shared node according to the first protection re-
verse-shared node information, and obtain the
eighth determination result.

37. The node device according to claim 36, wherein the
third allocating unit specifically comprises:

if the fifth determination result is that the node
device is a working forward-shared node, the
node device allocates the sixth label and the
sixth interface, wherein the sixth label is the
same as a forwarding label from the node device
to a fifth downstream neighboring node, the sixth
interface is the same as an outbound interface
from the node device to the fifth downstream
neighboring node, and the fifth downstream
neighboring node is a downstream neighboring
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node of the node device on the working path;
and if the seventh determination result is that
the node device is a protection forward-shared
node, the node device allocates the sixth label
and the sixth interface, wherein the sixth label
is the same as a forwarding label from the node
device to a sixth downstream neighboring node,
the sixth interface is the same as an outbound
interface from the node device to the sixth down-
stream neighboring node, and the sixth down-
stream neighboring node is a downstream
neighboring node of the node device on the pro-
tection path; and
if the sixth determination result is that the node
device is a working reverse-shared node, the
node device allocates the eighth label and the
eighth interface, wherein the eighth label is the
same as a forwarding label from the node device
to a fifth upstream neighboring node, and the
eighth interface is the same as an outbound in-
terface from the node device to the fifth up-
stream neighboring node; and if the eighth de-
termination result is that the node device is a
protection reverse-shared node, the node de-
vice allocates the eighth label and the eighth in-
terface, wherein the eighth label is the same as
a forwarding label from the node device to a sixth
upstream neighboring node, the eighth interface
is the same as an outbound interface from the
node device to the sixth upstream neighboring
node, and the sixth upstream neighboring node
is an upstream neighboring node of the node
device on the protection path.

38. The node device according to claim 36 or 37, wherein
the node device further comprises:

the first establishment request message further
comprises shared resource indication informa-
tion, and the second establishment request
message further comprises shared resource in-
dication information; and
the third determining unit is further configured
to: before determining whether the node device
is a working forward-shared node, determine,
according to the shared resource indication in-
formation, that the restoration path shares a
bandwidth resource with the working path and
the protection path.

39. A system for establishing a restoration path, wherein
the system comprises at least a first node device
according to any one of claims 20 to 26 and a second
node device according to claims 27 to 32, and the
first node device is connected to the second node
device.

40. The system according to claim 39, wherein a third

node device according to claims 33 to 38 is further
comprised between the first node device and the
second node device.
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